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COMPUTED NEUTRON RESPONSE OF SPHERICAL MODERATOR .

BEfECTOR SYSTEMS FOR RADIATION PROTECTION MONITORING.

smopsis

(uO

With the increased use of atoiiio energy and

neutron souroec in industry, protection of personnel

from neutron radiation has assumed importance* for

radiation survey purposes* instruments making use of

neutron moderation principlet are being used. These

instruments consist of a central thermal neutron detec-

tor such as BF, counter surrounded by a solid spherical

moderator. A set of spheres of different radii or a

single sphere with a cadmium shell or perforated cad-

mium shell in the moderator surrounding the detector

is used to achieve a desired neutron energy response*

The response of -a detector surrounded by a spherical

moderator is usually measured at a few energy points.

Since no neutron sources are available at lover energies*

no measured values are available between thermal and

0*5 KeV but for antimony-beryllium sources (24 keV),

the response functions in this range are arrived at

theoretically. Neutrons of energies below 500 keV are

Important from the point of view of radiation protec-

tion of personnel working around reactors and there is



a need for accurate knowledge of response in this

energy region.

In this thesis the energy response function

of a few spherical moderator-detector systems for a

wide and practical range of incident neutron energies

and sphere radii has been studied using a Monte Carlo

nethod specially developed for this purpose* The res-

ponse of a few other commercially available instruments

which are described in literature is also studied*

The thesis is divided into three parts.

Part I briefly discusses the various quanti-

ties used in the field of radiation protection such as

flux, dose, linear energy transfer (3^* quality

factor (Q), dose-equivalent etc. and also interaction

of neutrons with tissue and other low-Z materials if

interest in neutron dosimetry. The maximum permissible

flux densities (MPFD) for neutrons are presented and

it is shown that the KPFD depends on Q which again

depends on neutron energy. Therefore one should know

the energy spectrum or should have an instrument with

an energy independent dose-equivalent response i»e« a

dosimeter whose meter reading is the same for the sane

dose equivalent irrespective of the energy distribution

of neutrons.

Part II presents a comprehensive review of

past work done in the field of response of moderated



neutron detectors* There are two main contenders for

acceptance (i) the energy response values originally

measured by Bonner (Bice University, Texas) in some

energy regions and tabulated by Bramblett of Oak Ridge

National Laboratory and (li) values calculated using

an adjoint code developed by Hansen and Sandnelr of

liQa Alamos. The two sets differ and in addition there

is a lot of discrepancy among the measurements report-

ed from France( the United Kingdom, Germany and USSR,

thus making an objective choice difficult. But the

choice of a set of response functions is crucial for

spectral unfolding purposes or for protection dosimetry.

Part III describes the work done by the author

along vith results and discussions. It describes the

Monte Carlo code developed by the author. On the

spherical surface of the moderator, neutron histories

are started and their flight path is traced through

the medium. With the help of random sampling, co-

ordinates of the point of entry at the surface* dis-

tance between collisions, type of collision and angle

of emission after collision are chosen. Histories are

terminated if the neutron leaks from the system or if

the weight falls below a specified lover bound. When-

ever a neutron track segment crosses the central detec-

tor volume a suitable score is made and the neutron

weight is reduced accordingly. Anisotropy of neutron



scattering ie taken into account. A considerable

amount of neutron cross section and angular distribu-

tion data have been collected in this connection*

Results obtained with the present code for

spherical moderators of different radii with a central

BF, counter or with a I>il crystal are given* Uaerkar

et al of Oak Kidge Rational Laboratory have used AHISN

oode and have reported computed response data for a

2" diameter boron trifluoride counter. The results of

the present work for the 2" dia BF^ counter agree

qualitatively i.e. in terms of trend, with those of

Haerkar et al* She absolute values are consistently

less than those of Uaerkar. the reason is that (i) we

are using 0*1 eV as the upper limit for thermal neu-

trons instead of 10 eV as used by Uaerkar and (il)

presuitably Maerkar does not take the opacity of the

detector into account in his calculation. Hopefully

the response obtained in the present work is an

improvement over Uaerkar's calculation* Our results

are also presented for a 1" dia BF_ counter. In the

field of single sphere instruments! the response of

the neutron monitor, developed by J.W.Leake of Harwell.

using a spherical helium-3 counter as a detector was

computed and the calculated response agrees well with

experimental data wherever available.
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The response functions of a I»il crystal of

0.243 co radius* at the centre of polythene spheres

of sices varying from 2" to 12" dia are calculated.

The discrepancy in the results as compared to earlier

ones is attributed to the fact that a point source was

used in previous calculations and measurements whereas

the present calculations are done for parallel beams.

The reference point for flux specification for point

source results needs to be clearly specified* Insuffi-

cient information on this can lead to misunderstanding

in response values to the extent of even by a factor

of two.

In conclusion the thesis presents a compre-

hensive review of moderated neutron detector systems,

and also presents a code using the latest input data

with respect to angular distribution and cross section.

The code takes into account the presence of the thermal

neutron detector and its size within the moderator

which is a definite improvement over previous calcula-

tions. The thesis also shows that in systems using

BP_ counters the response depends on the thermal flux

and is dependent on volume of the BF^ counter whereas

when one uses I>il scintillators the response depends

on the neutron current in the inward normal direction

and is dependent on the surface area of the scintilla-

tor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE NEUTRON

The neutron is an electrically uncharged

particle having a mass of 1.68 x 10 *g which is

slightly heavier than the proton. It is an unstable

particle that decays in free space with a half life

of sbout 1? minutes into a proton with the emission

of beta particle and s neutrino.

There are not many convenient radioisotopes

that emit neutrons. The exception is the heavy element

Californium-252 which decays by spontaneous fission

leading to neutron emission, with an effective half

life of 2.5 years. However there are e large number

of nuclear reactions which produce neutrons for medical

and other applications. Neutron sources are needed for

energy calibrations in neutron spectrometry and also

response calibrations of doeemeters, fluxmeters etc.

Among the many reactions, the alpha-neutron and gamma-

neutron reactions have proved very useful in the fabri-

cation of laboratory neutron sources* In these sources

Kadium-226, Plutonium-259. Americium-241 or Polonium-210

is used as alpha emitter which is mixed with beryllium.

The mixture is compacted into a pellet which forms the

neutron source. The alphas emitted by the radioisotope

interact with beryllium giving rise to neutrons by the



following reaction »

*•
• ( Q - • 5.75 MeV)

Because of the positiTe Q inrolved faat neutrons are

produeed with an upper energy Halt extending upto

about 10 to 13 *eV. Typieal yields range from

2.3 x 10 n/see per Gi for a Po-Be aouroe with a single

alpha emitter to 1.7 x 107 n/see per Ci for a H»»Be

souroe where there are fire alphas In the Ra-226 deoay

chain.

In the case of ( r,n) souroest gamma emitt-

ers giving rise to photons of energies abOTe 2.2 MeV

are either mixed with beryllium or, as it Is usually

the ease* located inside a cup or capsule made of

beryllium

Host of the gamma ray energy is spent in supplying

the binding energy of the neutron and therefore the

resultant neutrons hare low energies of the order of

a few or a few tens of keV's. For example In the

Sb-Be source 24 keY neutrons are produced. However

due to multiple aoattering with Be* the neutrons get

further degraded in energy.

Nuclear reactions leading to neutron pro-

duction can be employed using charged particles from



aoeeleratora. Depending on the type of the reaotion

and the energy of the proje*otile» the emergent neutrons

can have varying energies * She Dost common reaction

employed with accelerators to produce high energy neu-

trons is the d-t reaction which has a large posltlre Q

Talue (17 MeY). Usually this reaetion is used to get

neutrons of energies around 14 MeV, Another reaotion

widely used in neutron therapy machines because of the

high yield is the d-Be reaction*

The most copious source of neutrons is the

nuclear reaotor. The neutron flux depend a on the

reactor power and the type of reactor. At Trombay we

hare three reactors one of which operates at 40 MW, A

new 100 MW reaotor is being built. In addition two

power reactors each of 220 MW electrical power are

operating at Tarapur* Similar power reactors are being

commissioned or planned at various locations like Kotah,

Madras* Marora etc*

A Tariable Energy Cyclotron (TEC) which can

produce charged particles of Tariable energies up-to-

about 60 Me? which in turn can be used to produce high

energy neutrons has been commissioned at Calcutta*

1 .2 MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE LEYELS 07 EXPOSURE TO RADIA-

TIOM.

With the increased use of laboratory neutron

sources« accelerators or reactors in scientific and
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industrial use more and more persons (like the seien-

fio and technical staff or the operators of reactors

and accelerators) are likely to get exposed to neutron

radiation* Exposure of the human body to any type of

radiation (whether alpha, beta, gamma* X-rays or neu-

trons) nay result in somatic and genetic injuries*

Somatic effects manifest themselves in the life time

of the exposed individuals whereas genetic effects show

up in the off springs. Inspite of the associated ha-

sards man cannot entirely dispense off with radiation

because of the many advantages derived from its uses,

therefore safe limits have been arrived at from the

philosophy that when a person or a population is exposed

within the prescribed limits no unacceptable risk

will result to the individual or population* That is

the risk will be far outweighed by the benefits from

the use of radiation* The safe limits are known as the

maximum permissible levels (MPI) of radiation exposure*

The International Commission on Badiologlcal

Protection (ICHP)* '' recommends for an adult radiation

worker a maximum permissible exposure level of not

more than 5 rem per year* Therefore it is convenient

to plan or administer radiation protection on the

basis of an MPI of 100 mrem/week or 2.5 mrem/hour.

assuming a 40 hour week.

Dose equivalent (ri) iB a quantity u«td tor



•onitoring persons with regard to the biological effec-

tiveness of radiation received by them. Its unit la the

rem. Dose equivalent is the product of the dose CD) in

rad delivered to the human body and the quality factor

(Q) of the radiation. Dose is energy deposited per

gram of a material by the radiation and its unit Is the

rad. One rad in any material is equal to 100 erg of

energy absorbed per gram of that material* Quality fac-

tor (Q) is a dimensionless factor used in radiation pro-

tection to weight the dose delivered to a person by a

given type of radiation according to its relative biolo-

gical effectiveness. It 1B known that heavily ionising

particles cause more biological damage than sparsely

ionising radiation. A heavily ionising particle trans-

fers more energy per cm of its path length or as we say

it has a higher K T (linear energy transfer). Experi-

mentally it is confirmed that particles with a higher

LET have a higher Q. Thus fission fragments have a

higher quality factor than alphas which in their turn

have higher Q than protons. Electrons have the lowest

Q and its value is taken to be unity. Since photons

interact with matter producing secondary electrons* X

and gamma rays are also assigned a quality faotor of

unity* Since neutrons interact with tissue through

protons and photons produced by them, the neutron

quality factor lies between the quality factors of



these two secondary radiations.

/Uose equivalent, H (in rem)/" Z^ose, D (in radj7x Q

Thus dose equivalent takes into account both

energy deposited and its hazard potential. Therefore

one rem of any radiation, in principle, possesses the

same hazard capability. Thus the MPI»s, defined in term*

of rem are the same for any type of directly or indirect-

ly ionising radiation.

Recently the International System of Units

(SI units) have been recommended for use. In this

system, the unit of dose is Gray (Gy) defined as 1 J kg* •

One Gy equals 100 rad. The unit of dose equivalent is

Si evert (&v) and one Sv is equal to 100 rem. The numeri-

cal value of MPI» in the new system is 50 mSv per year.

In this work only the previous system of units is used

for the sake ot continuity as the new units are yet to

come in vogue in technical literature and this in no

way affects the results presented.

1.3 MAXUflW PERMISSIBLE FLUX DENSITIES FOR NEUTRONS

To calculate the maximum permissible levels

for neutrons an elementary knowledge of interaction of

neutrons with human tissue is necessary. A somewhat

detailed account of interaction of neutrons with matter

is given later.

Tissue consists nainly of low Z elements

like hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon and oxygen. At energies



belov 20 MeV, the predominant mode of energy transfer

to tissue is through elastic collisions with tissue

constituents giving rise to recoil nuclei* The energy

E R transferred to a reooll nuoleus of relative mass A

in an elastic collision by an incident neutron of

energy E n is given by

vhere \j* is the angle between the directions of the

incident neutron and the recoil nucleus in the labora-

tory system* In tissue* interaction with hydrogen is

the most important and accounts for 65 to 95$ of the

energy transferred. For E n y 10 MeV, progressively,

(n( alpha)-events contribute greater and greater frac-

tion of the neutron dose. At U MeV, for example*

proton recoils contribute about 2/3, and alphas and

heavy recoils the rest of the dose. On the lower ener-

gy side, the processess leading to energy deposition

are (i) neutron capture by hydrogen resulting in the

emission of a 2.2 MeV gamma photon, vhose mean free

path in tissue is about 20 cm and (ii) neutron capture

by nitrogen resulting in the emission of a 660 *••

proton whose range is about 10 micrometre in tissue.

Therefore in small masses of tissue neutrons of low

energies deposit energy through the *H(n, p) C

reaction, and for large masses of tissue the
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B
H (n, ganu) D process also contributes to energy

deposition.

She probabilities for capture reactions

relative to elastic collisions are low for neutron

energies of a few keV but inorease rapidly as the neu-

tron energy decreases, as 1/JT •

The amounts of energy deposited by broad

beams of neutrons of various energies* incident on a

finite cylindrical anthrophomorphic phantom (approxiaa-
\ (2)

ted to the human body/ have been computed theoretically .

The quality factor Q for the various charged secondaries

have also been taken into account and the dose equiva-

lent distributions have been computed* Prom the dose

equivalent distributions per unit incident neutron flu-

ence, the maximum permissible fluxe densities (HPFD)

for neutrons were arrival at. HEPD at any neutron energy

is that flux density of neutrons which wlH deliver a

dose equivalent of 100 mrem in a 40-hour working week.

The **PKD for the various neutron energies have been

published . It is seen from Table 1 that the dose

equivalent or the Q of the neutron is a strong function

of energy above a few keV and while devising a method

to measure neutron radiation this fact should be borne

in mind. Table 1 presents the MPH>* Q, dose and dose

equivalent per unit neutron fluence at a few energies.



Table 1 *

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE ELUX DENSITY <MPED),Qt DOSE AND

DOSE EQUIVALENT PER UNIT NEUTRON ELUENCE AT VARIOUS

ENERGIES

ENERGY

1

KPPD Q DOSE DOSE EQUIVALENT

X 10-10rad/n/om2 X 10"9rein/n/cin2

2.5 x 10"8

io-7

io-6

10"*

10-5

1O"?

10-1

5 x 10"1

1

2.5

5.0

7.0

10

20

680

680

560

580

680

700

115

27

19

20

16

17
17

11

2

2

2

2

2

2.5

7.5

11.0

11

9

8

7

6.5

8.0

4.58

5.2

5.89

4.45

4.33

4.34

8.01

18.1

27.23

42.34

53.98

61.38

71.79

100.00

1.02

1.02

1.24

1.2

1.02

0.99

6.04

26.0

36.0

35.0 1

43.0

41.0

41.0

63.0

• The MPFDe are given at a few energies toy NCRP*5*.Rogers 7

has prepared standard tables of dose equivalent per unit
fluence from reference 3 at many energy points using a
•ethod of linear interpolation. Hankinsw6J ha8 followed
a siailar approach and given the flux values per mrem/h.
References 3» 7 and 76 thus contain the same information.
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1.4 RADIATION PROTECTION MONITORING

To ensure that the safe levels given in Table-1

are not exceeded the radiation levels to which personnel

are exposed are monitored* One way of monitoring is to

go around a working area (before the start of the work)

with a radiation measuring devioe known as a monitor.

From the dose equivalent rate readings obtained with

the devioet one Bight conclude whether it is safe to

work in the area and if so we can determine how long a

person can work in the area. Otherwise we can find out

whether any and how such additional shielding is needed

or any other restriction that needs to be enforced to

assure radiation safety of the personnel working there.

Further, in a number of strategic location* monitors

oan be fixed and kept working round the clock to sound

alarms if the dose equivalent rate levels exceed a pre-

set safe level. This approach is called area monitoring.

Another supplementary approach is to ask a radiation

worker to wear on his person a radiation sensitive de-

vice while doing his work. This device records the

integrated radiation exposure to which the worker has

been subjected. From this reading corrective adjust-

ments in the environment or work practices are made

for the future work of any individual worker. This type

of monitoring is called personnel monitoring and the

1
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device worn on the body ie called the personnel moni-

tor. Both the types of monitoring are equally import-

ant.

The present work is conflaed to area moni-

toring for neutrons using Bonner spheres*
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2, INTERACTION OF NEUTRONS WITH HATTER

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is devoted to a treatment of

neutron interactions with light nuclei which form the

major components of the moderating and detecting ele-

ments of the Bonner sphere system* Again because our

interest is in monitoring neutrons from reactors* low

energy accelerators and laboratory neutron sources,in-

teractions of neutrons of energies up to 14 He? only

are considered. A detailed calculation of neutron pe-

netration through the Bonner sphere or the human body

requires a detailed knowledge of interaction cross

sections and the angular distributions of resulting

neutrons and these are described in the latter part of

this chapter*

2.2 INTERACTION OF NEUTRONS WITH MATTER

The material discussed here is mainly based
(2)

on the article by Auxter et al • A neutron incident

on a mass of hydrofeneous material may penetrate it

without interacting with it or interact with its consti-

tuent nuclei in any one of the following ways*

(1) elastically, (n.n)

(2) intUstlcally. <n, n'Y) or

(3) by being captured with the subsequent

emission of oharged particles or photons*

(n.eharged particle),(n, gamma).



Any combination of these reactions is possible

for a sufficiently energetic neutron except chat leakage

from the system or a capture is a terminal event* Elas-

tic scattering refers to billiard ball type collision

where kinetic energy end momentum are conserved. In-

elastic scattering refers to (n, n1 i ) reactions in

which the neutron interacts with a nucleus but is promp-

tly re-emitted with a changed energy and direction. In

this the kinetic energy is not conserved. Host reac-

tions of this type are accompanied by nuclear de-exci-

tation gamma photons. Capture processes refer to reac-

tions where a nucleus captures the incident neutron and

emits radiations other than a neutron /~e.g. 0(nf«) C_7

The capture processes considered here are the H(n,-Y) H

and the *N(n,p) *C which contribute to energy deposi-

tion in tissue when thermal or near thermal neutrons

are incident. 10B(n, *)7I»i, 6 U ( n , *) 5H are the reac-

tions of Interest when using Bonner spheres.

2.2.1 Elastic Scattering

'or neutron energies below 14 «fev elastic

scattering with hydrogen contributes the majdnum to

•nergy deposition and neutron slowing down In tissue

and other hydrogeneous materials such as polythene

which is used in the detecting system studied in this

work* The energy and angle of emission of the neutron

after scattering are imv irtant in the present type of
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studies* ?or studying scattering we have two frames

of reference* called the centre of mass (CM) system

and the laboratory ( 1 ) system. We are interested in

obtaining the values of variables such as the kinetic

energies of the scattered neutron, recoil nucleus etc.,

in the 1 system.

In the CM system the centre of mass of the

nucleus and neutron is always assumed to be at rest so

that an observer situated at the centre of mass will see

the two particles (the neutron and the target nuoleus)

approaching from opposite directions along a straight

line. After collision they will go away from each

other in opposite directions along a straight line which

is at some angle to the original line of approach. @is

the scattering angle in the CM system. In the CM

system the initial and final velocities of the neutron

and the target are the same in elastic scattering even-

ts. In order to determine the loss of kinetic energy

of the neutron upon collision after scatter, it is

necessary to transform the results obtained from the

CM system back to the L system i.e. velocity of the

centre of mass is added vectoriaXly. The two systems

are pictorially depicted in ilgure 1. The transfor-

mation from CM system to 1 system is shown in Figure 2«

Here y is the scattering angle of neutron in the L

system. It can be shown * that the velocity v 2 °
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neutron in the 1 system is given byt

2. F) Cas9 -4-1
Li)

where A is the w s s of the scattering nucleus relative

to that of the neutron

It is convenient to define a quantity

fa

Then

K *
aasdSRW value of the ratio ̂ 2^*1 *•••

the alnlBUB energy loss in a collision occurs when

Q « 0 i.e. for a glancing collision E ? • E 1 Itselft

thus the energies before and after scattering are the

saae and the neutron suffers no energy loss in the

collision. Vhe alnlaua value of E 2 ^ 1 i<e* **** •**lllul

possible energy tranatar occurs on the other hand when

e?7if i*e« in a head on collision. The value of

Cos &m -1 and E 2 . ̂

or
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Since E ? is related to E 1 through o<, loss

of energy suffered by a neutron In a collision depends

on the mass number of the target nucleus* For hydrogen

A • 1 and the energy loss of neutron cen be as high as

100# of E 1 # For carbon A - 12 and * *^44)
2 • 0.72.

Thus a carbon recoil nuoleus can have a maximum energy

of only 28$ of E^ . However, In the cave of proton

Egdain) * 0. The scattering angles & and y> in the CM

and L systems are related by

Cosf = -&£P** t *•_
y f?~+ 2 A cos e •+1

In the present work the approximation

' A •#• Cos©

was used for carbon ( A • 12). Also in the case of

n-p scattering, taking A • 1, f-

Apart from the knowledge of the kinematics

of elastic collisions summarised above we are interest-

ed in the mean energy in a collision. For obtaining

this we need to know the angular distribution of the

scattered neutron. The angular distribution gives the

relative probabilities for the neutrons to be scattered

in different directions. If all directions in the 4ft

solid angle from the point of collision are equally

possible without any preferred directions it is known

as an isotropic distribution. The fractional number

of neutrons pi-0-) 4-a emitted in the direction-a

within a small cone of solid angle dli-, for i so tropic



scattering, is given by

471
= 2.71

where d ie the scattering angle• Thus the probability

/>(CosS ) d (Cos© ) of neutrons emitted between the

angles 0 and 6*46 i , given by

h>Ccos0)dCease) S •£ £cose - COSCQ+A.Q')]

The energy lose due to scattered neutron emission In

the direction interval Q and « + de i s

E1 - E2 (Cos e). »<Cos e ) d (Cosd )

where £2 ^Coa Q) waB seen earlier to be

E9 . B- . A2 • 2 ACoaa+ 1
2 1 ( A * 1 )*

Integrating orer the (Cos e) intervalt -1 to +1, we

get the sean energy loss or mean recoil energy Eg

given by

Tor i so tropic soattering Cose* 0, giving the faailiar

values 2 AE



neutron energies below 14 MeV, elastic

scattering with hydrogen is known to be iBOtropic in

the CM system. In other words all values of Cos 0 from

-1 to +1 are equally probable* The angle between the

scattered neutron and the recoil proton directions is

TT/2. Since the mass of carbon* nitrogen and oxygen

are larger than the mass of the incident neutron, the

scattering angle is approximately the sane in both the

1 and CM systems, and therefore the latter angle has

almost the full range of values from 0 to 7T. The ftMUh

ption of isotropy is striotly not correct for the

medium and heavier elements and in the present vtxfc

anisotropy in elastic scattering is taken into account*

The actual angular distributions for carbon were taken

from a standard compilation .

2*2.2 Inelastic SautterIng

In this process the neutron undergoes tran-

sitory capture and reemission* The nucleus is left in

any of its excited states and emits one or more photons

almost instantenously* In the present work the inelas-

tic reaction of neutrons with the carbon nuclei in

polyethylene is important* Carbon has two excited le-

vels, vis* 4*43 Me? and 7.65 Mev. The energy and the

angle of scattering are related by the following expre-

ssions »



£' = a. f ± .£f-O

vhere £ 1 B the energy of the excited level in which the

recoil nucleus is left and B' is the energy of scatter-

ed neutron in the center of mass system. The energy of

the recoil nucleus E R is leas in case of inelastic

scattering of neutrons than for elastic scattering as

a part of neutron energy is retained as the excitation

energy of the recoiling nucleus.

2.2,3 Capture Process

H(n?r) J> is the important neutron capture

process in the polyethylene moderator material. Capture

process results in the termination of a neutron history.

Similarly the following processes lead to the absorp-

tion ot neutron in the detector material :

10B • 1n —> 7Li + 4He • (Q - 2.792

•• n —?3H + He + (Q . 4.486

3He • 1n —^'p + 3He • (Q . 0.7645 MeV)
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2.3 COMPILATION OF HEUTRON CROSS SECTION

Neutron cross sections for the interactions

In the noderator and detector constituents mre needed

at various energy points in the course of the present

work. The cross section data for this purpose was eom-

piUd.

for a given element and for a given reaction

say (n, <*) all available recent cross section data were

plotted. The "best curve through then was drawn "by the

eye" Linear or quadratic fits were obtained for con-

venient curve segments and Fortran subroutines were

written so that the cross section can be obtained in*

side the calculations at any neutron energy within

i 1# of the 'best curve' . Such procedure was done for

each of the five elements and for all the cross sec-

tions. In the ease of carbon and hydrogen the data was

already available in a package forar6j. For 10B,19F,
6Li, 1 2 7I and 3He the data was compiled by the author.

The coefficientst and the relevant energy ranges for

the fit are given In Table 2 for 10B(n, alpha) reaction

as an example. The compiled data are shown in Figures

3 to 12. The references from which the data were

collected are also shown in the figures. The circles

indicate the original data obtained from the references

whereas the continuous lines show the results obtained
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with the linear or quadratic fit* The cross section

data shown toy the solid lines were used in the calcu-

lations of the present work.
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Table 2

COEFICIENTS FOR THE QUADRATIC FIT <T« a + bE + o E 2

FOR THE 1 0 B ( n , o < ) 7 L i REACTION.

\ I

ENERGY
(McV)

0 . 3 < E

0.35<E

0.5 <E

0.6 < E

0.9 <E

1.85<E

2.4 <E

4.0 <E

6.5 < E

RANGE

£ 0.35

£0.5

$ 0.6

£0.9

< 1.85

^ 2.4

<4.0

<6.5

$14.0

a

2.2

0.9633

2.38

0.88

1.2493

1.0708

0.346

-0.9912

7.6279

b

-3.8

-0.2666

-3 .1

-0.6

-1.61

-0.15018

-

0.5413

-0.0817

e

-

-

-

-

0.674

-0.062424

-

-0.0513

-0.0028
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3. REVIEW OF NEUTRON MONITORING WITH INSTRUMENTS

USING A SPHERICAL MODERATOR.

3.1 MEASUREMENT OF DOSE EQUIVALENT.

As has been mentioned earlier dose equivalent

la the quantity of primary concern from radiation protec-

tion point of view. The dose equivalent per unit neutron

fluence as well BS the quality factor depend on the

energy of neutrons. When one measures the neutron dose

equivalent in the accessible areas around a reactor or

an accelerator one measures not only the primary neutrons

leaking through the shield but also neutrons scattered

into the area by the various components of the reactor

like the coolant* moderator or the shield say concrete

walls etc. The neutrons have a distribution in energy

and the dose equivalent at any point is arrived at by

one of the following methods.

(1) If one knows the neutron spectrum ^(E)

at any location* the resultant dose equivalent at that

point is given by H . 0(E).H(E)dE where H(E) la the

doee equivalent per unit neutron fluence per unit

energy interval at energy E. Standard computed valu-

es*75 of H(E) are used.

(2) Suppose we have a detector system whose

neutron response r(E) counts per unit fluence of

neutrons of energy E varies in such a way that the
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behaviour of r(E) with E and that of H(E) with E are

similar or very nearly so then r(E) « E.H(E) where X

18 a constant. E is called the calibration factor and

is evaluated by using one or two neutron sources of

known yield and energy (or energy distribution). In

the oaae of a spectrum the overall response B of the

system ln.ra field is

r r
S . U(E)r(E)dE . E U><E)H(E)dE . EH

The ideal system which has a single K over all the

energies la yet to be developed. Presently available

systems have E which are within an order of magnitude.

(3) Alternatively one may get the fluenoe of

neutrons at the point of Interest as well as their mean

energy or the resultant dose as well as the mean energy.

Under these circumstances

H . </>!

H - D "5

where ^ or D ia the measured fluence or dose at the

point of interest and 1 and Q are the dose equivalent
2

per neutron per em and the quality factor for a neutron

of mean energy E*. These are obtained from tables once

the mean energy E* is Imown.

A family of spheres commonly termed Bonner

spheres have been used in various ways to accomplish the

above mentioned purposes. These are a set of polyethylene



spheres usually of dianeters 2", 3"» 5". 8" and 12"

first used by Bramblett et alv . There is an axial

hole of 5/8 of inch in all the spheres leading upto

the oentre through which a polystyrene light pipe of

i" dia and 6" long is introduced. A cylindrical

Harahav made LiI (Eu) seintlllator of sine 4 mm dia-

meter and 4 ma height and 96*1£ 6Li enrichment* is

attached to one of the flat faces of the polystyrene

rod in such a way that the scintlllator occupies a

central yolume in the sphere (Figure 13)* The scin-

tlllator is perfectly black to thermal neutrons i.e.

about 80# of incident thermal neutrons are absorbed in

about 1 mm of Lil so that thermal neutron detection

is essentially a surface effect. The sdntillator Is

used without any moderator (bare) or scintillator is

covered with 3 mil of cadmium (Cd covered) or the

scintillator Is kept inside one of the spheres. The

responses of the above systems (bare scintillator,Cd

covered scintillator and scintillator kept at the cen-

tre of 2", 3"f 5 \ 8" and 12" dia. sphere) in terms at

counts/sec per unit fluence of neutrons in the energy

range of 0.05 Me? to 15.1 MeV were measured by
(ft)Bramblett et al using an accelerator. In these

experiments the centre of the sphere was at an average

distance of 40 en from the accelerator target. Since

there mas no way of producing neutrons in the region of
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thermal to 0.05 He? they extrapolated the behaviour of

the systeme in this energy interval. The results were

presented in a graphical form.

We shall see later how the Bonner spheres can

be used for the measurement of dose equivalent.

3.2 MEASUREMENT OP THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM.

A set of Bonner spheres has been used as a

neutron spectrometer. The detectors consists of a bare

Lil (Eu) scintillation crystal> scintillator covered

by 0.03 inch cadmium cap and scintillator placed inside

five moderating spheres (2, 3, 5» 8 and 12 inch diameter

respeotively in all making up a total of seven detectors.

The response of any detector to a neutron spectrum is

given by £

A (E, i) 0(E) dE| (i - 1,2 m)

where ̂ (E) represents the actual intensity distribution

of the energy of the neutrons*

I (l) is the count rate of the 1 detector and

A (E, i) describes the response of the detection system

in terms of the i detector to neutrons of energy E.

The relationship shown in the equation is known more

formally as a Iriedholm'a integral equation of the first

kind.

for a Bonner system " i " corresponds to 7

and published response values as a function of neutron



energy In 52 energy groups are available. A linear

system of equations based on the response matrix i s

uaed as an approximation to the equation* In matrix

fora i t i s e.cpresaed as

or equlvalently

y,

fm
<b

Gonponents of the vector ?» Ti represent the oounting

rate for each of the seven detectors. Components <P*

of the solution vector <p consist of the number of

neutrons/cm - sec activating the detector in the y

of the 52 energy intervals. Elements a,j of the res-

ponse matrix A are the counting efficiencies of the

i detector for neutrons having energies between

E, ^ and £.. By an iterative scheme developed by

Seoefield '10) and Cold(1i) and modified by O'Brien

the components of ̂  vis <£>* can be obtained. It

should* however be noted that thiti method is subjeot

to errors, especially when sharp peaks in the spect-

rum are involved. These are discussed by Watklns and

il



Holeman(9).

Therefore to have the correct response func-

tions is the first step for obtaining either the spec-

trum or the dose equivalent*

3.3 TieOHETICAL RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Hankins"" using the response ourves of
(a)Bramblett et el had devised a method of monitoring

neutrons in the energy range of thermal to 7 HeV. He

had also calculated the response of a 10" diameter

sphere with a scintillator of size 4 mm diameter and

4 mm height for a broad beam of neutrons in the inter-

mediate region (i.e. less than 0.05 VeV) using 1AS1 DSN

Neutron Transport code .

Hansen and Sandmeir*15' calculated the effi-

ciency of a 10" diameter sphere containing a spherical

lil sclntl.Viator of radius 0.245 cm (equivalent to a

cylindrical solntillator of 4 mm diameter and 4 mm

height). The calculation provided for an air gap

between the scintillator and polyethylene to allow for

the air gap in the actual instrument. They used the

adjoint transport method and the calculations are for

a point source of neutrons kept at a geometry similar
(8)to the experimental set up of Bramblett et al .

Similar calculations using Hansen and

Sandueir's method were done by O'Brien, Sanna and
( 19)

McLaughlin who have given the response matrix for

42



7 detectors for 52 energy groups extending fro* thermal

to 152 MeV.

McGuire has used the sane nethod of cal-

culation for finding the responses of 2", 3". 5"t 8", 10"

12"t 16", 18" and 20" diameter polyethylene spheres

with a I>iX scintillator of 0.245 en radius in the

oentre with an air gap around it. The responses are

given for 21 energy groups from thermal to about 192 MeV.

Naehtigall (17 has tabulated McGuire's data in 21 ener-

gy groups for sphere sices of 2", 5". 6H, 11", 18" and

20". The values of O'Brien et al have been used by
(18)Avachalon « Becently Avsehalom has used an improved

(1Q)
matrix given by Weinstein et al calculated on the

basis ot Mcguire's work which gives the response func-

tion for 4 mm diameter and 4 mm height I>U crystal as

wall as for 100 mg of I»iF TLD powder kept at the oentre.

Hankins later extended the calculation upto

160 MeV . These calculations made use of the Hansen

and Sandmeir oode and were for point sources kept at

some distance from the centre of the sphere* He has

also given the responses of spheres with a 4 mm dia-

meter and 4 mm height cylindrical H I detector to

neutrons from FuF^t FuBe, Cm, fission neutrons and

neutrons from critical assemblies like Ilattop and

J



Maerker et al ( 2 2 ) have calculated the response

functions of polyethylene spheres of diameters 2.06* 3,

3.09, 3.94, 4.03, 5.02, 5.88, 6.00, 7.86, 9.86 and

11.84 inches with a 2" diameter spherical BF^ counter

at the centre. The BF? filling pressure was 0.5 atmos-

pheres and the 10B enrichment was 96%, The diameter of

the BFj counter corresponds to about 0.25 of- the mean

free path of. thermal neutrons in BFj gas at this pre-

ssure. The calculations were done using an adjoint

ANISN code and the results are given for 100 energy

groups from thermal to 14 M«7. It is not known whether

the response functions are for a point neutron source

kept at some finite distance from the centre of the

sphere or for a broad beam of neutrons.

She results of Maerker et al agree fairly

with those of Hansen and Sandmelr • The calculated

responses were compared vlth their measurements made
(2'3)with neutrons from the tower shielding reactor .

For small moderator sisee they found their calculations

give about 20$ higher response than the measurement.

This they attributed to the fact that they had group-

ed neutrons of energies below 10 ev as thermal neutrons,

which gave rise to a higher sensitivity. This effect

is more discernible with spheres of lower diameters.

Rohloff and Halnzelmann have calculated
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the responses for 2, 3# 5, 8, 10 and 12 inch dimeter

polyethylene spheres with a H I scintillator at the

centre. The calculations were done in two parts* In

the first, the spatial distribution of neutrons of

energy one eV or less in the sphere was calculated using

a Monte Carlo method. These "thermal" neutrons were

followed by a diffusion cade and the sensitivity due

to the thermal neutrons was obtained. These authors

have revised their calculations using the discrete

ordinate method developed by Hansen and Sandmeir ''at

Los Alamos*

The main features of the results of Rohloff

and Hainselmann are that the responses for energies

under 10 eV were less than those of Hansen and Sandmeir

but the form of Hansen and Sandmeir*s response functions

were well reproduced.

These authors have also calculated the effect

of changing the thermal neutron detector sise or changing

the detector material itselfv" . They found that this

does not change the nature of the response function

and all the curves could be normalised. One notable

defect of Rohloff and Hainselmanns* results as has been

pointed out by Aten 5 is that for a 3" sphere the

sensitivity at 1 ev and 20 KeT are nearly same i.e.the

response curve is parallel to the energy axis which Is
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something not expected and the results are worth check-

ing again.

Bricka et al ( 2 6 ) using DTF IV (discrete

ordlnate adjoint code developed at Los Alaaos) and

ANISN code have oalculated the responses of Bonner

spheres containing either Lil (En) scintillators o£

0.245 cm radius, or BF? or
 5He counters or manganese

foils. Their measurements in the region of 5 keV to

3.4 Me^ and calculations agree for the large diameter

spheres (i.e. greater than 8"). The He counter used by

them in their measurements had a diameter of 9 ma, leng-

th 10 ma and a filling pressure of 8 bars. For foil ac-

tivation they used an alloy of Vn and Hi with 90<£ an.

The foil weighed 0.469 ga. ?or calculational purposes

the foil was taken to toe a sphere of radius 0.246 cm.

It looks like their data can be normalised with Bram-

blett et al as well as *ith Hansen and Sandaeirs 5

which is odd since the two last mentioned results are

not parallel to each other.
COT)

Sanna has calculated the response of

multisphere detectors of polythene having diameters 2",

3"» 5". 8", 10", 12" and 18" with L H acintillators of

size 4 an x 4 am, 8 ma x 6 ma and 0.5" x 0.5" as well as

for gold foils, using DTF-I7 code covering a neutron

energy region from thermal to 400 HeV. The response
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values are given for thirty one neutron energy groups*

The results are not compared with other authors. The

effects of changing the moderator from polythene to

water hare been studied. To unfold the spectra,

**0' used Sanna's response matrix for polye-

thylene sphere of density 0.925 gm/cir with a 6 L U (Eu)

detector of else 4 mm x 4 am. He also compared Sanna's

and Mcguire'e data for 2", 3". 5", 8". 12" spheres as

well as for bare and Gd corered BJ^ and H I detectors.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSE JUNCTIONS

As mentioned in the earlier section*Bramblett
(8)et al have measured the response functions in the

region of 0,09 to 15*1 MeV and with their extrapola-

tions have given the response curves from thermal to

15 MeV. Burru8(29) has given the values of Bramblett

et al in a tabular form of 7 x 52 matrix* i.e. seven

detectors and 52 energy groups from thermal to 160 Me?»

From 15 MeV to 160 MeV the results are crude extrapola-

tions by Burrus. The data of Bramblett et al are for

point neutron sources kept at 40 em from the centre of

smaller spheres or at a distance of 60 cm from the cen-

tre o* smmiier spheres « i t i distance of *Q em «*e«j

the centre of larger spheres.

Basson ^ had used a set of spherical wax

moderators having diameters of 5.1» 6.3. 7.2. 8.5.10.1

and 15.5 em in the centre of which a one inch diameter
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»E 401 plastic seintillator containing ZhS (Ag) and

boron (with 10B enriched to 55#> was kept. Calibration*

w«re done in the neutron energy range of 1 eV to

100 k«V using the Harwell Booster and a time of flight

spectrometer.

Zaborowski *'" has read values from the

curves of Bramblett et al and tabulated then for sphe-

res of diameters 1.5, 2, 2.5. 4.2, 5» 5»5» 6, 7, 8, 9

and 10 inches. Responses for the intermediate sisea
(a)other than those originally used by Bramblett et al

was got by interpolation. He has covered the energy

region from thermal to 14 MeV.

Hiss and Baas w bare measured the respon-

se functions of 2", 3"» 5". 8" and 12" diameter spheres

containing a H I eeintillator. The sensitivity values

obtained by them for 12* 8 and 5 inch spheres were less
(8)than those reported by Bramblett et al whereas for the

2" sphere they got a sensitivity higher by a factor of

about 30£, They however oculd not conclusively say

that their measurements were final since they doubted

the efficiency of the scintillator used by them.

Keirim-Markus and UBpen«ki have measured

the response of polythene spheres having diameters in

the range of 100-320 mm with a ZhS-Ag (B20;) scintillator.

The investigations were carried out in the energy range

of 5 eV to 17 Me? and they found the response* agree
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with the results of Jlmkins. They have concluded that

the data of Basson" are incorreet for at least mo-

derators of large dimensions*

Wetsel et al"*^ had measured the response

of spherical systems in the intermediate energy range

of neutrons.

Benezech et al ™ measured the response

funotions with monoenergetic neutrons for the energy

region 5 ke? - 600 k«V. For energies higher than 50

keV, there was no significant difference found between
(a}

their measured values and Bramblett's data .

Mijnbeer using 1sotopic neutron sources

and spheres ranging in diameter from 5.06 cm to

21*48 cm made of paraffin and polythene studied their

responses using three detecting elements * (a) indium

foil8 having a diameter of 18 mm* thickness 0.1 ism

weighing about 200 mg, (b) gold foils of diameter 18 mm

thickness 0*01 mm weighing 56 mg and (c) thin electro-

deposited layers of 259Pu or % in contact with a

12 urn thick Kakrofol plastic foils to record the fi-

ssion fragment tracks.

Gold and indium foils were counted in a GM

counter whereas in case of (c) the tracks were etched

and counted with a spark counter* The indium, gold*

2 ' % u or 25*U foils were also covered with oadmium to

study the effect of epithermal neutrons* Be found

X



that at least for the small spheres epithermal neutrons

contribute a siseable fraction to the total response.The

epithernal response of H I and Indium oannot be directly

compared because of the nature of the variation of their

respective cross sections. Mijnheer found that his res-

ponse values are generally less than those predicted by

Hansen and Sandmeir , eventhough the shapes of the

curves generally agreed. He concluded from his results*

the extrapolated peak values of the responses for the

smaller spheres got by Bramblett et al* are incorrect.

In addition he found that for the larger spheres the

response values obtained in the measurement were less

than those predicted by Hansen and Sendmeir or Bramblett

•t el, a result similar to that of Files and Bass w .
(Y7)

Andreeva et al have calibrated the poly-

thene spheres containing an organic glass eciutillator

in the centre. The acintlllator consisted of ZhS (Ag)

and boron granules of size 0.3 to 0.5 mm dispersed in

glass. The overall slse of the glass v&s 25 mm dia-

meter and 1 mm thickness, Shis thickness correspond-

ed to about 0.15 of the mean free path of thermal neu-

trons in the scintillator medium. The calibration of

the spheres upto 10 keV was done with the IBR reactor

using a time ef flight spectrometer. For higher energy

ranges it vas done with an accelerator. The authors

concluded that the interpolations used by Bramblett and

i
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the calculations of Hansen and Sandneir contain consi-

derably errors. Their data agrees <niite well with that

of Basaon(30; (who incidentally used a scintillator

similar to theirs).

Aleinikor et al ( 5 8 j neaaured the sansitivity

of M I (Eu) detector of dioenalona 4 m z 4 I B with

spherical moderators of diameters 2* 3. 5 and 10 inches

in the energy range from 10 eV to 10 eV using a time

of flight spectrometer with the fast pulsed reactor of

the Joint Institute of Nuclear Besearch. For higher

energies they used an accelerator. They concluded that

for neutron energies greater than 14 ̂ e? they would use

the results of Hsnsen and Sandacir whereas for the

range 0*01 eV to U UeV they would use their own measur-

ed data*

Barison et a l w hare calibrated a system of

Bonner spheres using an Sb-Be source emitting neutrons

principally at 23 keV and a moderated Sb-Be source

emitting a broad spectrum of neutrons centred at 0*5 keV*

The responses were in good agreement with the results

of Weteel et al as compared to many experimental and

theoretical calculations. Baaed on their experience

these authors have their own table of response func-

tions U 0 ).

We can see from the foregoing discussion that

there is a lot of uncertainty in the response functions

1
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and it is very difficult to make an objective choice.

We definitely need the response functions upto 14 JieV

to a good degree of certainty. A summary of work done

on response functions is given in Table 3.

3.5 USE OF A DETECTOR SYSTEM WHOSE RESPONSE IS

PROPORTIONAL TO DOSE EQUIVALENT OVER VARIOUS

ENERGIES.

The idea of designing a simple instrument to

directly measure neutron dose-equivalent without going

through the process of obtaining the spectrum has ooour-

ed to many and this can perhaps be accomplished easily

when the response functions of the various spheres and

detector combinations become available.

A few instruments have been suggested * (a)

single moderating sphere having a neutron detector at

the centre whose response nearly follows the dose equi-

valent curve, (b) a combination of three or four spheres

whose combined response follows the dose equivalent curvef

(c) single polythene sphere with a thermal neutron detec-

tor at the centre and with a cadmium spherical shell*

eabadded inside the polythene surrounding the thermal

neutron detector and at some distance away from it. The

response of this cadmium embedded sphere follows the

dose-equivalent curve at various neutron energies.

3.5.1 Single Sphere System

The single sphere idea was first suggested by

1



T a b l e

SUMMARY OF WORK DONE ON RESPONSE FUNCTIONS 0 7 BOHNER SPHERES
1 .TffiOBBTICAL
AUTHOR METHOD REMARKS

(13)D.E.Hankine

G.E.Hansen and/1(.)
H.A. Sandnelr I:>

S.A.McGuire(16)

Using the LASL DSN Transport
Code for a 10" sphere.

Using an adjoint transport
code for a 10" sphere.

Using an adjoint transport
code for a 10" sphere.

X.OfBrien et alv Cl Using an adjoint transport
code for a 10" sphere.

D.E.Hankins(20) Using an adjoint transport
code for a 10" sphere.

Done for tread beans*

Be salts differ from the
earlier experimental values
obtained by Braablett et al
and tabulated by Burrus. The
calculations are for a point
source.

Done for 9 different spheres
ranging from ?" to 20" dia-
meter and for an energy range
of thermal to 192 Me?. The
results are given in 21 ener-
gy groups.

The results are given for 7
spheres for an energy range
of thermal to 152 Mev. Re-
sults are given in 52 energy
groups.

The results are given for 7
spheres for an energy range
of thermal to 152 MeV. Results
are given in 52 energy groups.

to



l*B«liaerker(22) Using an adjoint transport
code for a 10" sphere.

F.fiohloff and Using a Monte Carlo Method.

M.Bricka et al(26)

fi.Sanna(27)

DTF IY and ANISN code

Using Hansen and Sandneir
code.

Table 3 eontd.

Responses are given for a 2n

dia BF3 counter kept at the
center of polyethylene spher-
es of diameter ranging fro»
2.06 inches to 11.84 inches
(8 spheres), Results given
in 100 energy groups from
themal to 14 «eV.

six spheres with I'll scin-
tillator in the centre. For
energies below 10* ev the res-
ponse values are lese than
those obtained by Hansen and
Sandmeir bet the general shape
of the curve is followed.

Values generally agree with
both Bonner's and Hansen and
Sandmeir's data.

Response obtained from thermal
tO 400 MeV. Values are given
for thirty one energy groups
for Iii I ecintillators of vari-
ous sizes as veil as for gold
foils.



Table 3 contd.

2 . EXPERIMENTAL

K.L.Bramblett e t a l(8 ) Using the Hice University
accelerator.

J .K .Basson(30)

and R.Bass(32)

Keirim-Karkus and
<337

L.Wetzel et al(34)

Using wax spheres, plastic
seintillator and the Harwe-
ll time of flight spectro-
meter.

Using polythene spheres with
a I«il seintillator and an
accelerator in an experiment
similar to that of Bramblett
et al.

Using polyethylene sphere
with a ZnS(AgKB2O3)Bcin-
tillator and a reactor.

Using polythene spheres,I«il
scintillator and a reactor
with a time of flight spec-
trometer.

The first work done using
spheres. Values of Bramblett
were tabulated by Burrus upto
160 MeV. Beyond 15 Me

v the
results were extrapolation by
Burrus.

Results are different from
Bramblett et al.

For 5"»8" and 12" spheres
response values are less than
these of Branblett et al where-
as for a 2" sphere there is
agreement with those of Bram-
blett et al. The authors felt
their results are not conclusive,

Response values given in the
range of 5 eV to 17 MeV. The
results igree with calcula-
tions for Hankins. The authors
have commented that Basson's
results are in error.

Measured the response in the
Intermediate energy region
where no other measurement is
available. c/t
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et al (35)

B.J.Mijnheer(36)

L.S.Andreeva et al(37)

V .E .Aleinikov et al(38)

K.G.Harrison et al(39)

Used isotopic neutron sources
and paraffin spheres with
activation foils in the cen-
tre.

Polythene spheres containing
organic scintillator at the
centre. Used a time of flight
spectrometer»a reactor and an
accelerator.

Polythene spherical modera-
tors,Li I scintillator and a
time of flight spectrometer.

Used polythene spheres with
a neutron source of inter-
mediate energy.

Table 3 contd.

Measured the response functions
in energy region of 5 keV to
600 k«V. For energies higher
than 50 keV there is no differ-
ence in the values from Bran-
blett*s data.

The response curves generally
have the same shape as those
given by Hansen and Sandmeir
but values are less than those
predicted by Hansen and Sand-
meir.

The authors conclude that the
interpolation of Bramblett and
calculations of Hansen and
Sandmeir contain considerable
errors. The data of Basson is
reliable.

The authors depend on their own
data for regions below 14 MeV
and Hansen and Sandmeir's data
above H *eV.

The authors conclude that in
the intermediate region Weteel's
results are reliable.



Bramblett et al* 8 ) who suggested using the 12" sphere

for monitoring neutrons in the energy range of thermal

to 14 MeV. Hankins<4i) suggested using the 10" sphere

itself for neasuring neutrons in the energy range of

thermal to 7 HeV. Hankins had used a 6 U I (Eu) scinti-

llator of 8 mm diameter x 4 am height which increased

the sensitivity to neutrons by a factor of three as

compared to the original equipment of Bramblett et al.

This instrument overestimates the intermediate energy

dose component (in the region of thermal to one MeV)

by about a factor of two. The 10" sphere proposed by

Hankins is marketed commercially by Raman Nuclear,USA,

Texas i«aelear, USA and Nuclear Enterprises! U.K.

Recently Hankins using the adjoint trans-

port code of Hansen and Sandmeir found that a <Hr"

sphere is also nearly as good as the 10" sphere and

being of e smaller diameter saves some weight, which is

important because the instrument may have to be carried

around during protection surveys*

Hotondi and Geiger ' found that a BF?

counter of 2.5 cm diameter and 5 cm length filled to

70 cm pressure* placed in a 10" sphere behaves in the

same way as the original 10" sphere of Hankins with

a I»il detector. A similar equipment (using the BF^

counter) called "Dosine/tron" is used at the Nuclear
(26)

Centre Cadarache, France

57

1
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Surjadi*45' had used a 20 ei diameter paraffin

sphere, with Ca?2(tfa) TLB phosphor surrounded by a layer

of boron or lithium kept at the centre and this was used

I B a neutron monitor.

Distenfeld et al ( 4 4 ) used Hsrshaw LiF TLD 100

and 700 phosphors at the centre of a JO em diameter

sphere to Investigate neutron response in the energy

range of 150 keV to 180 MeV and found LiP response very

similar to the Lil response in 12" moderating sphere

reported by Branblett et al*

Vives and Shapiro as well as Shapiro,

Smith and Ianninl have used a 8.7" diameter spheri-

cal flask filled with water and having a 1M x 1" square

plate of Ilford K-1, boron loaded nuclear emulsion kept

at the centre. This arrangement vas used as an environ-

mental neutron monitor.
(4.7)Kumamoto used an arrangement similar to

that of Shapiro et al but in the centre an alpha par-

ticles radiatir made of B ^ , LiF, 6iiPt borax or boric

acid in contact with a cellulose nitrate foil was kept.

Alpha particles produced in neutron reactions with boron

or lithium produced damage tracks in cellulose nitrate

which were etched and seen under a microscope.

Basson 5 had suggested using a 6.3 cm dia-

meter paraffin sphere as an intermediate energy neutron
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monitor for neutrons in the energy region of thermal

to 5 keV. Thia instrument la being used at the Atomic

Energy Research Establishment, Harwell*48).
(49)Oberhoffer * developed an energy-independent

dosimeter for measuring neutron doae equivalent for neu-

tron energies In the range of 2.5 to 14 Mev. The dosi-

meter consisted of a 6Li radiator vith CaJf^Vn powder

placed at the centre of a paraffin sphere of 20 cm dia-

meter. The alpha particles produced in I»i were detect-

ed in CaF2»lln TLD povder. Singh et al* 5 0 ) had used a

10 inch diameter sphere with I>i? at the centre to measu-

re doae equivalent.

Almost all the single sphere instruments make

use of the response functions given by Bramblett et al

and tabulated by Burrus . They make use of a cali-

bration done with a laboratory neutron source of known

spectrum like Am-Be neutron source• The source is

used at a fixed distance from the centre of the sphere.

5.5.2 Combination of Spheres '

A set of spheres can be used in such a way

that their combined responses follow the dose equival-

ent curve. The accuracy is Increased by combining the

results for several spheres of different radii, multi-

plying responses by suitable factors some of which may

even be negative •

1
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m ty

"he combination proposed lmany authors are

listed In reference 7 . Recently Mijnheer et al

had used fission foils of 2 5 5U and 2 5 9Pu along with

track recording foils inside moderator spheres and

have proposed the combination

where T
5 # Q 6 refers to tracks obtained with a 5*08 on

diameter sphere*

Gomma and El-Shinway use bare and cadmium

covered Lil detectors as well as polyethylene spheres

of 1? and 8 inch diameter. The I'll detector was having

10 on diameter and 2 mm thickness. The relationship

given by them is

H . 0.663 C t g • 0.211 Cg - 0.348 C e d • 0.016 0 ^ ^

where C 1 ? refers to counts obtained with a 12" diameter

sphere •

3.5.3 Single Sphere with Absorber

Use of a single polyethylene sphere with a

cadmium shell embedded inside the flesh of the polye-

thylene surrounding the central detector was first pro-

posed by Hankins . The Idea was partly borrowed
fee)

from the double moderator dosimeter of 3>e Phangher 33

and the cylindrical rem counter of indersson and Brauit56.

It is known that the single sphere over-estimates the

dose equivalent due to intermediate energy neutrons and

I
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by introducing a oadmium shell tola could toe prefer-

entially brought down. Hanklns did calculations to

find out the optimum location for the cadmium ehell and

finally he proposed that a 9" polyethylene sphere vith

a 3 on radius cadmium shell of thickness 0.0026 om

surrounding the central detector will be as good a

neutron monitor aa the 10" sphere with the advantage

that the overall weight of the sphere is reduced.

The original I>il scintilla tor was replaced
(•57)later by a BF- counter of sensitive volume having

a radius 0.5 cm and length 2.54 cm and filled with en-

riched BF g«« to a pressure of 60 em. The 9" cadmium-

loaded-sphere with a BF, counter is commercially market-

ed by Eberline Instrument Corporation* USA.

Hotondl and Geiger * have suggested a 20 cm

diameter polyethylene sphere containing an inner cadmium

shall of tO cm diameter. The central region is occupied

by a BF- counter of length 5 em and diameter 2.5 om

with a BF, filling pressure of 70 cm. The instrument

is olaimed to follow the dose-equivalent curve from

40 keV to 14 MeV to within + 30$.

Leake*58* started from ideas similar to

those that went into the design of the rem oounter and

decided on a 8.2" dia spherical polyethylene sphere

with a central cadmium shell of diameter nearly 2.4H

(rend from figures provided by him which are not to

i
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scale). The cadmium had a thickness of 1 mm and vae

perforated over 22* of its Surface area. The sire of

the Lil (Eu) crystal adopted in the monitor was 16 mm

diameter and 2 mm thick which gave it a sensitivity of

1.5 cps/mrem/h. The neutron sensitivity may "be increa-

sed by a factor of 2 by using a scintlllator of sice

25 am diameter and f mm thickness. The instrument gives

an overeeneitivity at keV energies and is generally

expected to measure neutron dose equivalent to an

accuracy of ± 50#. Later to Improve the gemma diaeri-

mination properties the Id I was replaced " by a sphe-

rical He counter which was filled to 2.5 atmospheres

pressure•

Larson et al calibrated leake'a detector

with a spherical 5He counter of 3.3 cm diameter at the

centre of a 20.8 cm diameter polyethylene sphere, with

an intermediate perforated cadmium layer and found that

it has an energy Independent dose equivalent response

between about 100 keV to 3 KeV. At lower energies its

response shoots up compared to this energy region. At

22 keV it overestimates dose equivalent by a factor of

3.4 whereas at 14 KeV it reads only 20# of the correct

dose equivalent. The Instrument has also been calibrated

by Harrison et al using an Sb-Be neutron source and

a moderated Sb-Be neutron source. The results generally
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confirm the expectations of Larson et al.

Keirim-Karkus and Uspenskl " suggested a

150 mm sphere surrounded by a spherical layer of 75 mm

thick borated paraffin for measuring dose equivalent.

According to I C H P 5 1 \ a paraffin moderator

vlth a 15 cm radius produces a response Indicating dose

equivalent over the entire energy range from thermal to

H MeV except in the region between thermal and few kev

where it is strongly overestimated.

3.6 MEASUREMENT OF NEUTHON FLTJENCE USING THE SPHERES

From a knowledge of the response functions one

can decide on sphere sizes which either singly or in

combination can have a response proportional to neutron

fluence. Basson had suggested a 6.3 cm diameter

sphere for measuring fluence upto 10 kev. Keirim-Markus

and Uspenaki have suggested the use of a 200 mm dia-

meter sphere with a thermal neutron sensitive scintilla-

tor in the centre for neutron fluence measurements.

Neutron fluences in the energy range from 0.2

to 20 MeV were measured by Alan Smith with the help

of a tantalum disc of 2" diameter and 1/8" thick, placed

at the centre of a 6" diameter x 6" height right cylinder

of paraffin. According to ICHlr 7" a paraffin moderator

with 5 or 6 em thickness has a reasonably energy inde-

pendent efficiency up to 14 *&eV for fluenc*.

J.
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Bene«ech et al* 5 5 ) used a BP^ counter having

dimensions 1 em diameter and 3 cm length with a 4.2"

sphere. This instrument called "Maneutron" was expect-

ed to give reliable flux measurements and is used at

the Nuclear Centre* Cadarache, France.

Uijcheer et a l v " y had suggested the ust of

fission foils along with polythene spheres and they have

suggested using a 17*66 cm diameter sphere for fluence

measurements. PerryVD<s/ had used 2.5 cm and 5 cm dia-

meter indium and gold foils respectively inside 18 cm

wax spheres for neutron fluence measurements, fluence

measurements combined with a knowledge cf neutron quali-

ty enables one to arrive at the dose-equivalent.

Brunnix did calibration of the Induced

In activity with absolute neutron fluxes allowing

the direct measurement of an unknown neutron flux. He

used an indium foil of 18 mm diameter and 0.12 mm thick-

ness and weight 200 mg, at the centre of paraffin wax

sphere of 15 cm diameter which is surrounded by cadmium

box of 0.8 mm thick Cd foil and having dimension

15.7 x 15.7 x 15.7 om.

Zaborowski ' has given three combinations

of spheres for measuring fluences. Some of the combina-

tions of spheres suggested to measure neutron fluences

are mentioned in reference (5?X All the methods of measur-

ing fluences using spheres depend on responses provided

i



by earlier authors and make use of a calibration using

a laboratory neutron source*

3.7 MEASUREMENT OP DOSE WITH SPHERES

Dose can be measured using a 10" sphere since

the sphere response is also found to follow the dose/neu-

tron-cm curve. Mappi and Distenfeld*64 used a 10 cm

radius aasonite sphere with a MPO^ and BaCPO^ glass

dosimeters in the centre. The LiPO- glass gave informa-

tion on neutron end gamma doses where as Ba(PO-),, gave

the gamma dose only. Thus the neutron dose is got*

Dhairyavan et al*6^' have used a fission foil inside a

10" sphere to measure neutron doses. A knowledge of

dose and the neutron quality will lead to the measurement

of neutron dose-equivalent. The quality of neutron beam

can be ascertained by placing neutron detectors along

the axis of sphere and finding the ratios of their read-

ings as has been done by Dvorak*66', Engelke and

Singh et al ^ . Alternately the ratio of the responses

of a detector placed at the centre of different spheres

can also be used. Makra has given a method of ener-

gy measurement based on the response of paired Bonner

sphere technique.

3.8 CONCLUSIONS

It is known that the response functions

govern the accuracy of the Bonner spheres method: . The
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two important results, that of Bramblett et al ( 8 ) and

the other calculated by Hansen and Sandmeir's method^,

differ considerably in the low energy regions upto

about 1 MeV. Response functions obtained experimenta-

lly lie between the two results. To add to the diffi-

culties experimenters hare used different moderating

materials like polyethylene* paraffin or water* Without

bothering about their epithermal behaviour the detec-

tors here been varied with the implicit assumption that

any thermal neutron detector will do* In addition the

detector sices have varied* some being perfectly black

to thermal neutrons whereas some others correspond to

only 1/10 of the thermal neutron mean free path*

She same sorry state of affairs persists

with the design of portable neutron monitoring instru-

ments made up of a single sphere with different authors

suggesting different moderator sizes and different cad-

mium shell sizes. All these have lead ICRIT51' to

say that the field is still inconclusive and at present

it is by no means certain whether efficiency ratios

for moderators of various thickness are the same for

all types of detectors kept at the centre. Nachtigall

and Burger in their excellent review of moderated

neutron detectors have called for a new and A

study of the response functions*
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For people concerned with neutron monitoring

In this country, only neutrons upto 14 MeV will be of

concern since one deals with neutrons from reactors,

lov energy accelerators or laboratory neutron sources*

Unfortunately only in these low energy regions the res-

ponse functions are not well known* Since almost all

the previous calculations have been done using the ad-

joint transport method of Hansen and Sandneir it was

thought worthwhile to do the calculations by a Monte

Carlo technique*
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4. THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

4.1 IMTBODUCTION

The Monte Carlo method is a method of mimicl:-

ing the real physical processes when applied to physical

problems. It is a method of statistical trials. An

outline of the historical development of the method is

given in (69) from which many of the details are borrow-

ed in this work.

4.2 PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

The complex statistical process of the

passage of a particle (be it a photon or neutron)

through matter may be considered essentially as a

succession of a finite number of elementary processes

selected from basic physical laws by random sampling.

The process may be say, the free flipht of a particle

over a distance in matter, elastic or inelastic or

absorptive collision, leakage from a medium, birth of

one or more new particles of the same nature or of

different nature etc.

As the probability of each of the processes

is known, by random sampling the motion of a certain

particle in matter can be simulated step by step.

When the particle is lost, by say leakage or absorption

a new particle is followed, i.e. a fresh or a new

'history' is started. Thus when a sufficiently large
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number of particle trajectories are obtained this way,

any desired result may be easily obtained. For instance,

if the leakage intensity is of interest then a simple

tally of the energies of the particles when they escape

from the medium will yield the result.

For following the particle or tracking a

particle firstly^ it is necessary to know the distance

'x' the particle travels from the location of the source

Cor from the location of the previous scattering inter-

action) before it suffers any (or any further) interaction.

This is a statistical quantity and the value is in the

range zero to infinity defined by the probability den-

sity function (pdf)* f(x) • ̂ expC-^x) where ̂ t is the

total attenuation coefficient or the total macroscopic

cross section. Random sampling from f(x) yields the

free flight distance x. Secondly from the relative pro-

babilities for the various interactions that the parti-

cle can undergo with the various constituents of the

* The probability of transmission through a distance
'x' in the medium is exp (-3j.x) and the probability
of any interaction within a subsequent distance dx ie
21dx. The combined probability for a free flight upto
distance x and (an interaction between x and x + dx)

is 2"«p <-V>-7 * Ajd3L7
Thus f(x) i s the probability density ot tree path of
distance in the range x and x • dx i s given by

f(x) dx • t t
Dividing by dx, we get the pdf for free flight distance
x between collisions or between a source point and the
first collision point.
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medium, it ia possible to assign unbissedly a particu-

lar interaction with a particular constituent. Thirdly

another random sampling from the experimental or theo-

retical angular or energy distributions of the scatter-

ed particle, if the process is scattering, would yield

the angle or energy of the scattered particle. Or, from

the eouree distribution of the new particle (eay a

fission neutron distribution if the process were a

fission), a random sampling would yield the energy of

the individual new secondary particle. Any basic Monte

Carlo problem will be a repetition of the above steps

for each of the source particle as long as the parti-

cle is *alive1 and is in the medium.

4.3 BAKDOM SAMPLING

Basis of all Monte Carlo work lies in the

process of the sampling of the values of a random

variable *X' from a known probability density distri-

bution of X. This is necesssry, as mentioned above

because at some point in any Monte Carlo work, one has

to substitute for a random variable a numerical value

or a set of actual values having the statistical pro-

perties of the random variable.

4.3.1 Eandom Numbers

We can say, if two (or more) random variables,

say X and X are functionally related then their probabi-

lity densities f(X) and g(Y) are related by



n
f(2)dX * g(Y)dY ... (1)

both l.H.S. and R.H.S. being simple numbers ( <1)

representing probabilities. For example, if E and V

are the kinetic energy and the speed of a particle*

and if f(E) and g(V) are the normalised energy and

velocity density distributions commonly known

as energy spectrum and velocity spectrum , a state-

ment like

f(E)dB n g(V)dV «AN/N . . . (2)

says, that a certain number 4H of a total number of

particles N l ie in the interval E and E + dE. The very

sane-4N physical particles also l i e in some velocity

interval defined between V and V + dV. Therefore i f

we want to sample individual values t of X from a

given distribution f(X) and i f we have individual

values y* of Y from another distribution g(Y) then the

required x, can be obtained from y^ as shown below:

Equating probabilities we have,as given in eqn.d)

f(X)dX = g(Y)dY

Integrating both sides to some Xj for a given y4
i-

Jf(X)dX «Jg(Y)dY .... (3)
In particular"we have a special g(Y) called the rectan-

gular distribution defined by

g(Y)dY - dY or g(Y) « 1 for 0 < Y <1..U)

and g is normalised i.e. g(Y)dY * 1 ...(5)
o
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Therefore, g(Y)dY « B . . . . (6)

J
Therefore for this "special form of g(Y) eqn. (3) reduces
to n%c

f(X)dX « y± . . . . (7)

I'rom eqn.(7) we can solve for xA and formally

where *(x> - J f(X)dX. Incidentally P(x) is called

the cumulative distribution function (GDF) of the (pdf)

probability density function, f(X). Tor the particular

form eqn. (4) of g(Y),y^'sare known as random numbers.

yj'e are tabulated ' extensively for simple illustra-

tive calculations.

But,for any practical calculation o»e needs a

very large number of random numbers in sequence. In

order to save space and also to increase speed» in all

present day digital computers pseudo random number gene-

rators are available which generate number sequences

which are as good as an ideal number sequence.

Some examples are given below which are used

in the present calculations

Example 1 t

The pdf is f(X) » + i in the interval -1 * X s$ +1

m 0 for X <-1 and X ;> 1
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- 1

x + 1 • 2R

x • 2E - 1
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or x • 2E - 1 -/

The desired random variable i s x. *br every B., in the

random number sequence, we have a randomly sampled

value Xj • 2Rj - 1

Example 2 :

The pdf i s f(X) «

solving for Y in

-JiX

^ie"^X

ng f

- (ff(X)dX - B

- R or 1 - e">*x .

1 - E

JC • - In ( 1 - R )/u since ( 1 - R ) and R are iden-

t i c a l l y distributed

x - - <lnR)/;u

The desired variable i s the negative of natural logari-

thm of a random number divided by p

Example 3 *

The pdf i s f(X) • 2X for 0<X<1

r*
Hx) ' 2XdX . R

x • E or x "̂ E

The desired variable is the square root of a random

number. The cosine X of the scattering angle y,in the
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laboratory system, in the case of n-p elastic scatt-

ering is distributed as f(X) « 21. lurther, since find-

ing the square root is expensive in computer calculation

a cheaper alternative through what is known as rejection

technique is given in example 3a later.

Example 4 J

To obtain the cosine and sine of an angle which

is uniformly distributed in the range 0 to 2 7f (i.e. to

obtain sinX and cosX) when f(X) a 1/2 rr for 0<X<27r

The simple solution is to obtain desired

variables say C » Cosx and S • Sinx where x » 2/7K,

E being a random number.

But obtaining the trigonometric functions by

summing the series for the argument x is a time consum-

ing proposition. Alternatively a rejection technique

yields the variables C *nd S as follows :

Choose two random numbers R1 and Eg,

where -1 ̂  R, ij + 1 and 0 4 Eg <£ • 1

If (R* + R | ) ^ 1 then C and S are given by

C • (R* - R^ARij • H|) and

S . (2R1R2)/(R, •

, If (R^ • R | ) > 1 then this pair of two random

numbers is discarded and a fresh pair of two random

numbers is chosen and the procedure is repeated. The

efficiency of the method is (7T/4).
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Explanation:

Referring to the sketch (R1tR2) is any point

in the rectangle given by the points (-1,0), (1,0),

(1,1) and (-1,1). The test accepts any point inside

the semicircle of unit radius in the range from 0 to 271

Coae b (-1,1;

I f fm 2 ethen^lies in the

interval ( 0, 2 7r)

and C . Cos 4> • Cos 2 & • 2 Cos2© -1 «

Sin

Example 5 t

To sample the co-ordinates of the point of en-

try on the surface of a sphere of radius R on which a

parallel broad beam of particles is incident.

Let the beam be along the positive direction

and parallel to z-axis. Let the origin coincide with

the centre of the sphere. The x- and y- coordinates of

the point of entry into the sphere are given by

(i) x - R (2», - 1)

(ii) y - R (2R2 - 1)

where R* and Rg are two random numbers. If x2 • y2> R2

the sampled values x and y are discarded and values of
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x and y are again sampled afresh, using say two more

fresh random numbers, say 5 3 and R^ . The procedure

is repeated till the sum (x2 + y2) is ̂  R2

The e- coordinate is given by

t = - /H* - (x* • /)

The negative sign is used because the particles are

incident from the negative z- direction. If incident

from +ve z direction the negative sign before the

square root ia dropped.

The above five examples dealt with continu-

ous variables eventhough in practice the finice word

length in computers limits y^ values to discrete steps

along the real number line. Following is an example of

discrete density function.

Example 6

To sample any one of the events ê » &2* e3

,...en which occur with probabilities p1t p2» P3»»-»Pn»

respectively .

Usually the events* e^'s are the types of

interaction with any one of the constituents of the

medium.

Choosing a random number R, any event e^ is

randomly sampled if
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As an instance in the case of tracking neutrons in a

hydrogeneous medium like polyethylene (constituents are

H and C) the e^'s are the various interactions such as elastic

scattering with each one of the constituents and in-

elastic scatterings to the two levels of carbon and

absorptions in hydrogen and carbon. The individual

p^'s is the ratio of the respective macroscopic cross-

section to total macroscopic cross-section.

say e.j - elastic scattering in hydrogen with a

probability p^ « ^(el.scatt.)/

eg - elastic scattering in carbon with a

probability pg •

? - inelastic scattering (1st level 4.43

in carbon vith a probability p^ « ̂ (inelas-

tic 1st level)/ 2"total

j - inelastic scattering (2nd level 7.65 «eV)

in carbon with a proWbility p^ • ̂ (inelas-

tic 2nd level)/

i , - absorptions tin. hydrogen and carbon with a
5

probability pr - ZQ . ^(absorption)/?
7 w total

In a very simplified example let ^ m and ^ be the

absorption and scattering macroscopic cross sections.



Also let it be that these two are the only interactions.

If
0

sampled.

» then scattering is the event

Otherwise obviousely absorption is the event

sampled. For the sake of completeness it is mentioned

that if 2 e ^ E ^ 1 absorption is the event sampl-
es + a

ed.

4.3.2 Rejection Techniques

Eventhough in principle we can sample random

numerical values of X * x± from a given f(X) by the

solution of equation (3) or (8) it is not always con-

venient and there are many such instances. As was

observed under example 3, it is usually expensive. An

alternative to this^is known as the rejection technique.

This method, usually is faster than straightforward

random sampling by the solution of equation (8). It

should be noted that there is no approximation involved.

Kahn gives a number of rejection schemes for a varie-

ty of commonly required density functions. The follow-

ing gives a geometrical picture of the principle of

rejection technique. Inferring to the sketch, f(X) is a

density function defined

in the interval (a,a • b)

from which random sampling

is needed. Let M be the
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upper bound of f(X) in the interval. The steps are

1. Choose two (independent) random numbers

R1 and R?

2. Xj • a + bR1 is any point uniformly distri-

buted over ( a, a + b )»

3. Accept this value :o of X as a sampled value

if ̂ 2 ^ ^ ^ a + ^1^-7 ' otherwise choose two

fresh random numbers and repeat steps 2 and. 3.

In the above procedure with the help of R.j

and Rg a uniformly distributed point (a + bRj, MR?)
 i s

obtained in the rectangle of area (Mb). The third step

rejects the value x ^ « a + bR^) chosen, if the point

is not within the shaded area and accepts the value

( • a + bR«) if the point falls within the shaded area.

The probability of accepting a choaen value

in the first trial is

a • b a + b

f f(I)dX 8 J . , 8 8

a a

The probability of accepting some value of X in the

first trial is also the efficiency E of the technique.

( 1 - E ) is the probability that the first trial value

is rejected. The probability that ( n - 1 ) trials

will fail and the n-th trial will succeed is

E (1 - E ) n *" '. The expected number of trials n, is



then

n m r n (1 - E)"" 1. E
n=1

E

+
1 -

dE ^ 1.(1 7

- E)~'

The name "rejection" technique arises from the fact

that some or many of the chosen trial values are reject

ed and the rest accepted.

Example 3(a)

To sample from the density function f(X) a 2X.

Solution t Two random numbers K« and R? are sampled

and Xi Is taken as the value of the larger of R^ and

The reason * As &<| and K^ are random numbers the proba-

bilities of obtaining R̂  and R2 are equal to unity i.e.

p (R.,) * p (R2) - 1

let x « S1

(The probability of accepting x • R^)

- (Probability of R2 ^ x) » x

similarlyf the probability of accepting R2 ^
s ^B0 *•

Thus the total probability of obtaining a

value x for X is 2x. The efficiency in this case is

only 50# for accepting R-j (and the sane for R g ) , the
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meaning being that out of two munbers one is accepted.

4.4 USE OP THE METHOD IN THE PROBLEM

4.4.1 Description of the Problem

The problem is particle (neutron) tracking

in a spherical moderator medium of radius IL at the
o

centre of which is kept a spherical neutron detector

of radius E^ which predominantly responds to thermal

neutrons. The annular thickness of the moderator is

(Eo - K,j). The moderator material

is polyethylene or paraffin and in

either case the constituent elements

are carbon and hydrogen. The detec-

tor is any one of (i) BP^ gas

filled proportional counter, (ii)
5H e gas filled counter (iii) Lil solid scintillator

and (iv) I4.F solid thermoluminescent phosphor. When

fast neutrons are incident on the system, some of

them get slowed down and some of the slowed down neu-

trons interact with the detector constituents leading

to (n. alpha) or (n, t) events as the ease may be.

However some of the fRSt neutrons with or without

alight change of energy may also interact with detec-

tor constituents leading to (n, charged particle) eve-

ntti. In all cases of such reactions resulting in

the emission of one or more charged particles, a count
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is registered in the assoeisted electronics arrange-

ment. A given Bystem is defined if Ho, R., and types

of moderator and detector are specified.

There have been some studies where an activa-

tion foil is used as the central detector. A fission

foil with a plastic etch track detector has also been

used as a detector. The number of counts registered

by the system under broad beam irradiation of a unit

fluence of neutrons of energy E is defined as the neu-

tron responset K(E) at E. The problem is to obtain

B{E) for various incident neutron energies by track-

ing a large number of "neutron" histories. The res-

ponse has two components viz. that arising from ther-

malised neutrons and that from the epithermal neutrons.

The Monte Carlo programs developed for

obtaining R(B) has the following steps *

(i) A random choice of a starting point on

the surface of the spherical moderator so as to simu-

late the entry point and direction of a neutron

of a broad beam ( a source neutron).

<ii) A random selection of a distance of free

flight of the source neutron before it suffers any

event at all in the moderator or detector. If it leaks

through the system another source neutron is chosen.

(iii) A check whether the track segment

crosseB the detector volume is made and if it does ?
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then an appropriate number of counts (in fact it is a

fraction) is tallied and further tracking is done with a

reduced "weight" of the neutron i.e. if we had one neu-

tron to start with, only a fraction of it is available

for further tracking. If the segment does not cut the

detector volume then the neutron is tracked in the

moderator itself provided the neutron is within the

geometric confines of the moderator i.e. within a

radial distance of E Q from the centre. If not a fresh

source neutron is chosen i.e. a fresh history is start-

ed.

(iv) the scattered neutron with a reduced

"weight" whether in moderator or detector is further

tracked by randomly choosing first its direction and

energy after scattering and then its free flight dis-

tance before the next collision. At this stage too a

geometric check is made whether it crosses the modera-

tor-detector interffice and counts are recorded if nece-

eaary.

The above steps are repeated a large number

of times. Details regarding the various steps and some

variations are discussed in what follows.

4.4.2 Source Neutron

A source neutron is completely defined if

it* coordinates <xo, y0, *„). directions (©^, fy and



energy E o are defined. An initial weight WQ(W0 . 1)

is also assigned at the source point. The source neu-

tron Btate Ŝj is given by

Ae per example (5^of the previous section a source point

on the surface is chosen. Thus numerical values of xoi

yo* 8o are ob*ained. The parallel beam is taken to

proceed along the positive direction of z- axis. The-

refore a value of unity is assigned to Cos © 0 i.e.

QQ • o, and a randomly chosen azimuth angle <p as per

example 4 yields C o s ^ and e i n ^ . Further for any

value ^ 0 of the azimuth angle 56 » values of the direc-

tion cosines u, xt and v are given by

85

"U s o

Ufo = Cos

4.4.3 free Path Between Collialona

The sample ^ of the desired variable (as per

example 2 of the previous section) is given by d

where tj$) is the total macroscopic cross section* of the

• All the individual microscopic cross section packages
are built into the programs. The cross-sections are
generated and, usinp the appropriate number densities
of the elements.macroscopic crosa sections and the
total mncroscopic cross section are generated and
used.
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medium and R ia a random number. Knowing <xo»yo,io),

direction cosines ( uQ. v0, * 0) and d the distance

travelled for reaching the point of the first inter-

action in the medium, the coordinate of the point

(x1»y1ts.|) is obtained as

X1 " xo + uo d

*i " y0 •
 vo d

V

(11)

4.4.4 Sampling the Type of Collision

At the site of collision (x^y^e-,) the type

of collision is sampled as per example (6). At the

site of collision a fraction </a/£t) of the incident

neutron is absorbed and the remaining fraction (T -Fa/It)

or (£s/ 2"t) is scattered. In a basic or exact analogue

Monte Carlo Method a history is

(i) terminated at a site if the event sampled

is an absorption and a fresh source neutron is started

from a source point or

(ii) continued if the event is not an absorp-

tion.

In the present work the system of weights is

followed.While using 'weights' we do not lose the

BtatiBtically significant histories in chance absorp-

tions, thus resulting in a reduction in variance. In-
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directly this helps the accuracy of results i.e. with

fewer histories we are able to get the desired accuracy.

I? the ratio of 5Ta/Z"t is say 0.3 in a simple analo-

gue tracking^for every 10 such neutrons interacting

only 7 are available for subsequent tracking each of

weight unity ( 7 x 1 - 7 ) . In the modified history

tracking, aii the 10 neutrons each of reduced weight

( 1 - 0.3) • 0.7 are tracked (10 X .7 - 7 ) .

1'hus at the site of collision (x^y.,,2.,) we

obtain in all types of collisions, the new direction

( £,5^) or (tf-jt v^t w-j)» and changed energy E^ and a

reduced weight W ^ * 1 -2Ta/^t). Thus we have passed

on to state S.. of the neutron given by

(12)

andIn this manner we can continue to obtain S 2 ^

so on.

4.4.5 Some Geometrical Aspects

Specific to the problem under study at every

collision whether at (x.,,y.,»Sf) vir the Bite of first

collision or at any n-th collision site (^ty^s^) the

following checks are done.

A check is made whether the track segment

say AB, where A is (̂ ..i* 7 n.v «n.1
J and B is ( x ^

y » «n)» cuts the detector surface.
Pig.14 shows all possibilities. Equation of



A
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A

( i i )

(C)

FIG. 1'.
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the line passing through any point (x1,y1#e1) along

the direction whose direction cosines are u,v and w

is given by

z -
w

Fig.14-a shows that the line is not cutting the sphe-

rical deteotor. Fig.u-b shows that the line cuts even-

though the segment AB fails to cut. AB* may be towards

or away from the detector. Fip.U-e shows that the seg-

ment cuts the detector surface. Here again the point

B may be within the detector or without. Further

cases such as both A and B inside the detector volume

are not applicable for reasons to be given later.

Equation (15) of the line and that of the

detector (sphere with centre as origin and of radius

X 2 + Y2 + Z2 - B2, ... (14)

together yield a quadratic whose discriminant*

(i) if negative or zero indicates cases like those

of Fig.14-a

(ii)if positive, indicates that the iiflfi passes

through the detector with two points of inter-

action (x\y\«'> and (x%y",a")tsay C and D.

If the line AB cuts at C and D we find out

if the segment AB cuts the detector and also identify

which ot (x\y\e'> and <x\y'\«"> is 0 and which is D.



Cx'.y'.F.*) i s identified as point C i f <x
f - x ^ , ) /

( x " " ^Si-I^ 1 otherwiBe (x",y",is") i s identified as

point C where, as shown in Fip.H-e, the point C i s

closer to A (x^., , yn - 1t «„_.,) than D. If the line AB

ie perpendicular to x axis i . e . i f xR.1 ,x f and x" are

a l l identical, the same test i s done in Y co-ordinates,

namely i f <y' - y ^ A y " - y ^ X i , (x ' .y ' . r ' ) i s

identified as C. Further i f the line i s parallel to

s axis, the above two checks are not possible as a

division by aero i s involved then the same test i s

effected using a1, a" and tn^» Thus we identify the

closer point C to A. After this test i f necessary we

assign to C the closer point coordinates and to D the

farther point coordinates. At this point in the cal-

culation thus we get the coordinates of C as (xn»y_,zrt)
c c c

and of D as (xD,yD,Z])).

To segregate the cases of J'igs.H-b and 14-c

we check whether the product (x^f- x c ) * (xn - xQ) is

positive or negative. If the product is positive the

point B(*n»yn»sn>
 and A<*n-i»Jn-1

tl|n-1* are on the

same side of the detector and if negative the point C

lies between A and B, As mentioned earlier if A,B and

C all lie in a y - z plane or along a line parallel to

B axis, corresponding checks using (yn«.i»
y
e

^•n1 t Be and *ii* re8Pec1;ive:iy are d o n e»
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Thus we can confirm whether merely the line

AB or the segment AB cuts the detector surface. (A

bit of computational experimentation was done regarding

whether to track the history inside the detector or not.

Details will be discussed later. Based on this experi-

mentation it was concluded that it need not be done).

If the segment AB outs the detector surface*

as mentioned in the above digression within parenthesis

the neutron history ie tracked not from B(x.y •• )
n n n

but from the farther point I)(xDfyDt«D). But the weight

Wn is reduced to VT to consider the absorption in the

detector material, i.e.
Wn " Wn exp( " rcap ( E ) ' d ) ••" (15>

where d is the distance (CD) through detector material

and T (E) is the macroscopic capture cross section of

the detector at the energy E(<EU) of the neutron. (More

details regarding this step will also be given later,

for example we found it is better to use a constant

value JT (2/3) diameter of detector,/ *<»* a 1 1 colli-

sions than to use individual values of d ) . A certain

number of counts*(it is actually a fractional number)

• *he value of ^ e i<
E) in expression (16) is the total

of (n. charged particle) cross sections i.e. sum of
cross sections for (n, alpha)* (n,d/,ln*t) etc. events
that contribute to counts. A more accurate expression
would appear to be (foot note continued on next page)
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given by

[i - ex/. C-

is added to the counts-bin corresponding to the energy

of the neutron as it passes through the detector. In-

cidentally all neutron energies less than the incident

(or source) energy E o are divided into a number of

groups for the purpose of storing the counts. Thus

we can get not only just the total number of counts

per unit incident fluence at £ Q ,ve also get the rela-

tive contributions from the slowed down neutrons of

various energies B ^ BQ within the moderator. From the

point ( * n » T
n » O

 at this stage the (n + i)-th point of

The (n,charged partiole) events i.e. other than elastic
and inelastic scattering events and (nf) events in the
detector contribute to counts e.g. Helium-3 has (n,p)
cross section in the entire range of Interest namely
from thermal to 14 MeV, and (n,d) beyond about 5 MeV.
These two events contribute to counts from a He-3 counts.
Iithium-6 also has (n* alpha) cross section over the

rntire range. Beyond 1 MeV other events such as
n . n V d ) , (n,p) and (n»2n»<xp) would also contribute

to counts. In Boron-10 too, beyond 1.3 MeV(n,t) and
beyond 5 MeV (n»d) contribute to counts* in addition
to the (n, alpha) events. In Fluorine-19 beyond 3 Me
(n,p) and (n,alpha) contribute to counts. We have no
contribution to the counts from iodine content of a
detector like I'll scintillator. Expression 16-a was used
in the present work.



collision <*^+1. yn+1, «n+1) is apain sampled and so on.

Further we always check whether particle is inside the

system i.e. we check whether

< 4 • 4 • 4 >< «?
If not, then a fresh history i s started terminating the

present one.

4*4.6 Relationship between Energy and Scattering Angle

If E n - 1 and 2t^ ( (g)^ , ̂ ) are the

energy and direction of the neutron before n-th colli-

sion, the energy E and ̂ ( (Ŝ  . ̂  ) after the
11 ** n n

collision are obtained as detailed below* The details

are different for different types of events. We have

three types '• elastic scattering with hydrogen, elastic

scattering with carbon and inelastic scatterings with

carbon nucleus corresponding to two levels (E1 > 4.43

and E 2 » 7.65 KeV).

4.4.6.1 Elastic Scattering with Hydrogen

In the case of elastic scattering with hydro-

gen scattering angles e and y in CM and I< systems are
related as

9* 2f

C o s e - Cos 2 ^ - 2 Cos2y. - 1 . . . (17)

1sotropic scattering in the CM system

p(Cos&) * iReading to
P(Cosy> .P(Cos*> 45£L£2 . - (18)

dCCos f)

^
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Differentiating eqn. (17) with reference to the cosines

on both sides and substituting in eqn.(18), we get

p(Cos^) « p(Cose) . 4 . Cos ^

• i# 4 • Cosy'

« 2 (Cosy-)

This shows that neutrons (and protons) are

scattered only into the forward hemisphere (highly

anieiotropic in the laboratory system) at all energies.

The value of (Cos y- ) is randomly sampled as

the larger of two random numbers, as per example 3ia;of

the section 4.3.

4.4-6.2 Elastic Scattering with Carbon

One approximation that cnn be employed in

elastic scattering is isotropy of scattering in the

centre of mass system. But since it Is well known that

the neutron scattering is anlsotropic, such an assump-

tion would lead to errors. The scattered neutron angu-

lar distributions are available in a well known compila-

tion of the Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL-400 5 .

In the present work neutron scattering angles are samp-

led from these reported evaluated distributions. Essen-

tially the method is as follows. Pig.15 shows typical

distributions at two arbitrarily selected incident

neutron energies 6.3 MeV and 14.? MeV for carbon. This

gives the differential elastic scattering cross section
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(d (T8/d-n-) - V8. - the cosine of the scattering angle

(Cos G) in the centre of mass system. The probability

density p(Cose) is obtained as
jb (cose) - _/_ ,

»8

where (d<r/dn.) is plotted against

(Cos©). The cumulative distribu-

tion *(Cose) is given by

d(cos&). J
h

The sketch shows P - vs - (Cos e ) . The method of sampl-

ing for an incident neutron of energy E ifeV lies in

simply reading off the abscissa value corresponding

to a random number say R.

As it is inconvenient to store large tables of

information for all neutron energies contained in figures

of the report BN1-4OO a method has been developed ^ in

which least square type of interpolations were done of

the available data . The same method and required

coefficients are used in the present work too. Having

obtained Cos 9 by random sampling the E and Cos y-_ are

given by
E . E A2 • 2A Cos 9 • 1 ... (19)

Cos V,

. A2 • 2A Cos 9 • 1

( A • 1 ) 2

A Cos 6 * 1
n yA£

3: (A Cose* O / U +

where A > 12 for carbon.

... (20)

... (21)
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In the present work the approximation in

equation (21) is used to avoid a square root to cut

the cost of the computations.

4.4.6.3 Inelastic Scattering with Carbon

Inelastic scatterings are assumed to be 1 so-

tropic in the CK system and hence (Cos®) i s randomly

sampled from the density function.

p (Cos 9) • i Ar • 1 * (Cos d) < 1

as (Cos 0) • 2S - t.

Energy ER of the inelastically scattered neutron and

the scattering angle in the laboratory system are given

by

E n «

Cos yn - ^- CL. JE , + 0 0 8 ^ 7 ..(23)
n JE A+1 n"1 nJ

v n
/where E* the energy of the scattered neutron in the

CM system is given by

where Ej is the energy of the inelastic level to which

the target nucleus is raised. Thus for any of the above

3 events E and Cos fn are obtained.

4.4.7 Direction -H.n «t n-th Collision

Referring to Fig. 16 we can see that the neu-

tron direction -<% depends on -(\m1 and V^ and change

in asimuth A<p . Asimuth change is uniform in the interval
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(0» 2 7r). Hence Af I s randomly sampled using

A<j>» 2 7 I R

However as we need both Cos (A0) and

Sin ( A<f>), sampling is done by the rejection tech-

nique as per example 4 of the previous section. Employ-

ing the standard results*73* of spherical trigonometry

given below Cos ® , Sin <g) CosA, and Sin*, are obtained.

Cos (^ - Cos (fjj .̂, Cos 6 n + Sin <©n - 1 Sin*n Cos^ . . (24)

Sin ©,

Cos
n
- Cos

-1 S i n ® n

where S±n (gj

Let P - Sin (*.

n n
and Q

+ P Cos

. .(26)

..(27)

Equations (24 through 27) give the complete information

for the new direction J2
n

4.4.8 Termination of Tracking of a Neutron

This is the same as ending a neutron history.

This is done under any of the following situations some

of which were mentioned in the earlier subsections. They

are
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(i) the particle leaks out, or

(ii) its weight reduces to a value less than

a Wmin or

(iii)when energy drops t> a value lees than

The values used for (ii) and (iii) respectively were

0.01 and 0.1 eV. In the case (i) and t li) the history

is terminated. In the last ease the history is termina-

ted after noting down the radial distance and the actual

terminal weight.

4.4.9 Tracking Thermal Neutron

As mentioned in previous subsection a tally

is made of the weight Wn and the radial location of the

n-th collision point at which the enerpy E n^
E
mi n(°»

1 eV)

Thus we obtain the distribution ( a histogram in fact) of

number of neutrons 'thermallsed' ( E^0.1 eV) between

K and R +AE. Typical results for a 10" (dia.) sphere

with a 2" (dia.) boron trifluoride counter are shown in

Tigs. 17 to 19. The values ofAR used are given by

AB. » (fiQ - R^/10 for R o < 4 "
...(26)

for j

In a separate part of the calculation, thermal neutrons

are sampled from this histogram source and tracked in a

manner similar to that of fast neutrons. However there
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are a few significant differences in detail.

Ihe macroscopic cross section values are

those for 2200 m/sec and not changing since a constant

energy is assigned (something regarding this is said

later). All collisions are treated as iaotropic in

the laboratory system thus no sampling is needed for

ascertaining type of collision. Thus at every colli-

sion point after reducing the weight for capture, the

neutron is given an isotropic scattering angle and is

further tracked.

4.5 DEVELOPMENTAL TRIALS AND MODIFICATIONS AND

SOME COMMENTS

4*5*1 In the earliest version of the calculations

neutrons were tracked inside the (gas or solid) detec-

tor too. But this was time consuming without much

benefit. Therefore s trial was wB.Ce (Ref.to Fig.H-e)

such that whenever a track segment crossed the detector,

even if B is inside, the neutron was assumed to go

right through the detector to emerge at D for further

tracking. The actual distance CD was taken for the

number of counts as per eqn. (16)* As the calculation

of distance involves a square root and having spent that

much time a random variable 'd^ is obtained and used.

Instead it is better, from the point of view of variance

in the result, to use d rather than individual *&±'B .
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After tracking a large number of such samples like CD

we nre going to arrive at an analytical result like d.

Therefore irrespective of the size of actual dt, for

all eroesinga a value d • /"(2/3) (diameter of detector^

is used. Test runs also confirmed what we have done to

be correct, both with regard to the use of the d instead

of dj's and with regard to neglecting the tracking

Inside the detector.

4.5.2 Similarly in thermal neutron tracking, instead

of tracking thermal neutrons from each of the thermal

source distributions

( V - sth <r' V W
it was found profitable to have a thermal neutron res-

ponse kernel viz. the number of counts in the detector

per neutron started between r and r +^r in a sphere of

radius B with a detector of radius B<| and then use this

kernal for subsequent use* Typical kernals are shown in

Pig.20.

4.5.3 In thermal neutron tracking a further experi-

mentation was done. Ideally one needs to sample from

the thermal neutron scattering law. Obviously this is

expensive. Assuming a single energy tor all thermal

neutrons is not strictly correct. Therefore a via media

was thought of. Neutrons were sampled from a Maxwellian

distribution to start thermal source neutrons. Also at
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every collision, the energy E.,, E ? etc. were sampled

from the Maxwellisn distribution and the cross sections

varied with energy in the range 1 to 100 milli eV. Test

results showed that whether a single group approach or an

approach using a Maxwellian distribution is used* the

same results were obtained. Hence all production runs

used the single group approach for thermal neutrons.

4.5.4 further, in the case of thermal neutrons, when

a Lil scintlllator or a high pressure He counter is

used as detector whose macroscopic (n, alpha) or (n,p)

cross section is large, another modification is used.

Every thermal neutron intersecting the detector surface

is totally absorber! since the mean free path for cap-

ture is much smaller than the dimensions of the detec-

tor. Therefore everytime a thermal neutron's path

crosses the detector the history ie terminated and a

tally is made of the number of counts equal to the

weight of the neutron.

4.5.5 In Eonner sphere systems as mentioned in the

third chapter, invariably an air gap is present between

the detector surface and the inner cavity surface of the

polyethylene moderator. To take this into account the

system is changed as per Pig.21. The value of A R

(eqn. 26) for this system is given by

" (Ro " R 2 ) / 1 0 for E o < 4 "
« (E - EJ/20 for E > 4"

0 c u
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Enery time a check is made whether a track segment

cuts the cavity of radiuB R2. If it fails to cut then

the history is tracked in moderator provided the neu-

tron is inside the system i.e. the location of the

collision point is within a radial distance of RQ

from the centre. If it cuts the cavity a further check

is made* A count tally is made if the segment further

crosses the detector too. Irrespective of whether

the interior segment crosses the detector or not*further

tracking is done from the inner surface of the modera-

tor instead of from the detector surface.

4*5*6 If a spherical shell of cadmium with or without

perforation is located in the flesh of the moderator

the calculation? are modified as follows. In addition

to retaining the features discussed uptill now, every-

tine a collision takes place, a test is made to find

out if "the neutron track segment crosses the cadmium

shell. If it crosses once the weight of the neutron

is reduced (a) to sero if it is not perforated or (b)

by a factor of 0.4>2 (22# of the cadmium sheet is per-

forated as mentioned in the previous chapter). If

the segment cuts the shell twice it is further reduced

by a further factor of 0.22 (i.e. by 0.22 x 0.22).

4.6 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

The computer programs that were written as
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per the specifications discussed so far* were run in

the HESM-6 computer system at Bhatoha Atomic Research

Center* Bombay and the SEC 10 system at the NCSDCT

(National Centre for Software Development and Comput-

ing Techniques) at the Tata Institute of Fundamental

Research, Bombay. The CPU time taken per history

depended on the else of moderator• generally* increas-

ing with size and on the energy E Q. For example in

the BESM-6 computers for E Q - H MeV for a 12" sphere

it takes about 9*00 minutes and for a 3" sphere

3.30 minutes. But for E Q • 0.1 MeV the corresponding

CPU times are 8.35 minutes and 7 minutes.
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5. HESUITS AND DISCUSSION

The Monte Carlo Method described in the

previous chapter was used to calculate the response

functions of a few systems mentioned in the chapter 3

and the results are discussed here.

5.1 THEOHETICA1 RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR PO1TETHYIENE

SPHERES

5.1-1 Systems Using 6LjI (Eu) Scintillator t

It is known that there is not much difference

between Hansen and Sandmeirs* data 5 and Branblett's
(8)data in energy regions above 500 kev.

Figures 22 and 23 compare the response curves

obtained in the present work along with theoretical and

experimental results wherever available. In this cal-

culation the I>H scintillator is taken to be a sphere

of radius 0.245 cm. This is equivalent to a cylindrical

crystal of 4 mm diameter and 4 mm height. This value of

0.245 cm was used for the equivalent radius In the calcu-
(26)

latlons of Hansen and Sandneir as well as by Bricka

The results are compared with the «xperinental data of

,(34)Weteel et a l ° * for 2", 3"» 5" and 10" diaaeter spheres

up to 25 keV. This data was obtained at the Joint

Institute For Nuclear Research, USSR with a time of

flight spectrometer. For the high energy region, data

used for comparison is that of AEBE, U.K. The U.K.dati40)
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is an evaluated data based on many experinental ones,

for instance, the activation data of Mijnheer, Nether-

lands and the results of Bolias and others* 74) from

France. The U.K. data is for 8 mm diameter and 2 mm

thick M I crystal and since the present results are for

4 mm x 4 mm crystal they were normalised to the present

work at 1 MeV. The other results used for comparison

are the calculations of O'Brien et al* 1 2 ) using the
method developed by HanBen and Sandmeir'15^ and the

results of Bramblett et al*8) tabulated by Burru

For the 2 inch diameter sphere results obtain-

ed by the author are less than those of Hansen and

Sandmeir^15 but nearer to those of Wetzel et al*54 .

The experimental data can "be less than the theoretical

results since in an actual experiment one might have set

some bias to cut off gamma background which will give a

reduced neutron response. A similar trend is observed

for 3" and 5H spheres also.

In the case of 8 inch sphere present results

are nearer to those of Hansen and Sadmeir whereas in the

case of 10" sphere we find that in the fest region pre-

sent results are quite different from those of Hansen

and Sandmeir. This may be due to the following reason.

Hansen and Sandmeir as such have not given any response

functions for 10" sphere and the values we have used for

comparison are the interpolated data given by Nachtigalf5 .
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Wt do not know how good is the interpolation. Secondly

the tables provided by Nachtigall containing the res-

ponse functions of Hansen and Sandmeir as well as Bu-
12Q)

rrus contain some erroTB (probably ediotorial).

The response functions of Hansen and Sandmeir given

by Nachtigall seen to be higher by a factor of 10 and

those of Burrus by nearly 30.

Response values obtained by the author for

12 inch sphere are slightly higher thrn those of Hansen

and Sandaeir at low energies but fall between those of

Hansen and Sandmeir and Burrus at high energies .

5.1.2 Systems Using BF^ Counter

Fig. 24 shows the response curves obtained

with the present code for a two inch diameter spherical

BF_ counter with gas filled at 0.5 atmospheres pressure

and a B enrichment of 96St. The dotted curves are the
(22)calculated results of Maerker et al » and present

results are shown by continuous lines. Values obtained

In the present work are generally lower than those of

Maerker'e excepting for the 3" diameter sphere. The

difference is mainly due to the fact that Uaerker et al

have treated the group of neutrons of energy below 10 eV

as thermal for calculational purposes which gives a

higher efficiency. We have treated neutrons below

0.1 e* as thermal neutrons. The calculated values of
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Maerker et al are higher than their own experimental

results*23).

With a 2 inch BP^ counter the counts due to

epithermal neutrons (neutrons of energy above 0.1 eV)

were only 5# of the total oounts for a 10" diameter

polyethylene sphere whereas for a 3" diameter polyethy-

lene sphere the epithermal counts contributed 25# of

the total counts* These values are in general agree*

ment with Mijnheer'a data*565 who has measured the

induced activity with bare and cadmium covered indium

foils kept at the centre of 2 inch and 6 inch diameter

paraffin spheres. The small differences between present

results and those of Mijnheer are attributed to the fact

that the sphere sices in the two cases are not exactly

comparable and whereas the central detector in present

ease is a 2" diameter BF_ counter, and Hijnheer used a

thin foil. The results show that the epithermal beha-

viour of the detector is important for small sized

spheres* Thus our results* calculated for actual Bf,

counters of 1" diameter and 2" diameter for small polye-

thylene spheres* do indicate a sizeable epithermal res-

ponse* as also reported by Mijnheer ^ from his foil

activation experimental results. This epithermal res-

ponse should be taken note of, if one wants to estimate

the response of a spherical moderator system using one
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detector, based on data of a system using another

detector, For example, if we use the computed response

data fcr a small sphere (dia.<8") for the 6LiI detec-

tors from Hansen and Sandmeir^15 , using only thermal

neutron cross section ratio, for obtaining the response

of the sphere system with an indium foil detector, we

may get incorrect answers. This is because indium has

a resonance peak In the e pi thermal region whereas I»i

does not have a resonance peak there*

Figs* 25 and 26 show the response curves of

one inch and two inch diameter spherical BF_ counters

kept at the centres of 10 inch and 3 inch diameter

polyethylene spheres respectively. It is seen that

for a 10 inch diameter sphere the responses are pro-

portional to the volume of the detector i.e. they differ

by a factor of 8 over the entire energy range* So when

one counter is replaced by another one a constant

scaling factor over all energies can be used. The

factor can be obtained by calculation at one energy or

experimentally by using laboratory neutron source like

Am-Be* This is not the case with spheres of smaller

diameters (say 3 inch diameter) where the ratio is not

constant and depends on energy. So that if one re-

places a 2 inch diameter BP^ counter by a one inch

diameter counter one has to use a different correction

J
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factor at each energy, in the case of smaller spheres

aay those of dia<8".

5.1.3 Single Sphere Systems

The results of one inch diameter BP_ counter

were also used to get the response of "maneutron" and

"dosineutron" instruments described by Dolias'74^. Ke-

sults obtained by the author for a one inch diameter

BFj counter were multiplied by appropriate factors to

correct for change in the filling pressure and for

extra polyethylene thiekners for the systems used by

Dolias. After correction the values at 504 keV and

249 keV were compared with those of Dolias and there

is good agreement as is seen from Table 4.

Calculations were done for the single sphere

described by Hankins^20) and by Kotondi and Geiger*

Pig.27 shows the relative response curve of 9i" dia.

sphere with a BP_ counter at the centre. The circles

give the results of the present work and the dotted

line is the response calculated by Hankine . Exact

normalisation is not done to show how good the agree-

ment is between the two. The results of Hankins were

obtained using Hansen and Sandmeir code. So one can

conclude that the present results with the Monte Carlo

Method are quite reliable. Solid circles showing

required response ar<» actually points proportional to the
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T a b l e 4

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSES FOR TWO DETECTORS

WITH THOSE CALCULATED BY THE AUTHOR.

ENFil

504

249

SGI

keY

keV

RESPONSE! OF

U a n e u t r o n u s i n g
a 4.2" dia poly-
thene sphere

3>ollas*7) Present
Work

0.0979 0.12

0.1115 0.12

Doslneutron using
a 10" dla polythene
sphere

Dolias^7) Present
Work

0.0661 0.045

0.0363 0.033
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dose equivalent (in reins) per unit neutron fluence.

Ideally if the response b&B the same relative shape as

that of the "required response" we have en energy in-

dependent dose equivalent meter i.e. it measures the

dose equivalent independent of neutron energy or

energy distribution as mentioned in chapter 3. This

has not been realised so far.

Fig.28 shows the results for 12 inch dia-

meter sphere with a BF_ counter at the centre. The

solid circles show the response given by Rotondi and
(42)Geiger whereas open circles give present results.

The continuous line represents dose equivalent per unit

fluence of neutrons* At U Me? the instrument has

got a less-than-desired response and again it under-

estimates the dose equivalent below 1 MeV. Furthert

this instrument overestimates the dose equivalent

below 30 keV*

5.1.4 Single Sphere with Cadmium Absorber

The response of the Leake detector was

studied because this is commercially manufactured by

Nuclear Enterprises of England and is widely used.

Pig.29 shows the results. The continuous line shows

the results of the present calculation and circles are
(75)the results of calibration experiments by Thompson '3 ,

Larson^60*and Harrison 5 9. There is good agreement
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between the calibration and the calculated results

for energies above 100 keV. For energies of 23 keV

and below there 1B some divergence. This may be due

to the following factors.

(i) The standard deviation in the present

calculations at low energies is high because many of

the low energy neutron histories are cut off due to

cadmium. The accuracy can be improved by increasing

the number of histories to 20,000 which will Involve

a lot of computer time and will be expensive.

(ii) We have obtained the response per unit

fluence and then converted this to response per unit

dose equivalent. For this purpose we hare used the
(76)mrem/unit fluence values provided by Hankins .This

data is the most reliable and has been obtained by

Hankine using a linear interpolation technique from

ICBP data. We do not know the mrem/unit fluence

values used by Thompson and others, lastly we do not

know the errors Involved in the experimental measure-

ments since they were not specified.

5.2 CONCLUSIONS

It is believed that the present results

represent by far the best theoretical response func-

tions available for spheres with various types of

moderated detectors. This conclusion is based on the

following facts *
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(i) The results have consistently followed

the trend predicted by other calculations and expert-

nents•

(ii) The most recent available cross section

and angular distribution data are made use of in the

calculations.

(ill) The present calculation takes the

presence of the detector into account i.e. the opacity

of the detector is considered, whereas this may not

be the case with other calculations.

(iv) The response of the Leake counter given

by the present code agrees very well with experimental

calibration.
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